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Ramona Trestian, Ioan-Sorin Comsa, and Mehmet Fatih Tuysuz
Abstract—The increasing popularity of live video streaming
from mobile devices such as Facebook Live, Instagram Stories,
Snapchat, etc. pressurises the network operators to increase
the capacity of their networks. However, a simple increase in
system capacity will not be enough without considering the
provisioning of Quality of Experience (QoE) as the basis for
network control, customer loyalty and retention rate and thus
increase in network operators revenue. As QoE is gaining strong
momentum especially with increasing users’ quality expectations,
the focus is now on proposing innovative solutions to enable
QoE when delivering video content over heterogeneous wireless
networks. In this context, this paper presents an overview
of multimedia delivery solutions, identifies the problems and
provides a comprehensive classification of related state-of-the-
art approaches following three key directions: adaptation, energy
efficiency and multipath content delivery. Discussions, challenges
and open issues on the seamless multimedia provisioning faced
by the current and next generation of wireless networks are also
provided.
Index Terms—Adaptive Multimedia, Quality of Experience,
Energy Efficiency, Heterogeneous Wireless Networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
LOOKING at the current trends, it can be noted thatlive video streaming from mobile devices plays an in-
creasingly important role in everyone’s daily life. Applica-
tions such as Facebook Live, Instagram Stories, Periscope,
WhatsApp, Snapchat, etc. have become very popular and their
usage is increasing rapidly. The popularity of rich multimedia
applications together with the rapid development of mobile
communications and the affordability of high-end mobile
devices led to an explosion of mobile broadband data traffic
that puts pressure on the underlying networks.
According to Cisco [1] by 2021, 86% of the total mobile
data traffic will be generated by smartphones with 78% of
world’s mobile data traffic represented by video. However, one
single radio access technology (RAT) cannot accommodate
this increase in data traffic and also enable the provisioning
of high Quality of Service (QoS) levels for the mobile users.
The promise of next generation mobile networks (5G)
targets extremely ambitious key performance indicators (KPIs)
such as very low latency, higher data rates, more capacity and
higher mobile data volume. However, we are not there yet
and the network operators are trying to find new solutions
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Fig. 1: Multimedia Delivery over a Heterogeneous Wireless
Environment
to leverage of their existing wireless networks infrastructures
in order to increase the capacity and ensure QoS to their cus-
tomers. One popular solution is the dense deployment of small
cells like Femtocells and Wi-Fi to enable the opportunistic
offloading of the mobile traffic. This aims at increasing the
wireless capacity and at enabling a cooperative heterogeneous
wireless environment where the users will be Always Best
Connected (ABC) at anytime and anywhere [2] as depicted
in Fig. 1. Moreover, Cisco estimates that by 2021, 63% of
the global mobile data traffic from cellular networks will be
offloaded to Wi-Fi or small cells [1].
Even though this solution seems to present advantages for
the network operators, at the mobile user side, a heterogeneous
wireless networks small cell environment results in an in-
creased number of handovers making the provisioning of high
Quality of Service levels at the end-user a challenge. Thus,
improving the system capacity only is not enough especially
for the new emerging video-based services and the end users’
Quality of Experience (QoE) must be considered as it will
become the biggest differentiator between network operators.
Users spend more and more of their leisure time in front
of screens (e.g., TV, smartphone, laptop, tablet, etc.) with
more than 90% of their daily media interactions being screen
based [3]. By spending on average more than 4 hours of their
leisure time per day in front of screens [3] users are entitled at
expecting Always Best Experience. The outstanding increase in
both video traffic and user QoE expectations creates important
challenges for the network operators as they will have to
face the effects of serious network congestions (i.e. higher
packet loss rates, increased and highly variable delays) that
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Fig. 2: Three Main Directions of the Survey
will impact negatively the QoE. Among the solutions proposed
to enable QoE levels for multimedia services, adaptive mecha-
nisms which dynamically adjust the video delivery parameters
according to the underlying network conditions have been
highly promising. Another option for the network operators to
leverage of the heterogeneity of their wireless infrastructures
is the use of multiple paths for data delivery over different
networks. This will increase the performance and the capacity
of their infrastructure while enabling QoS provisioning to the
mobile users.
On the other hand, even though there are exceptional im-
provements in the performance of these multi-interface mobile
devices with improved CPU, memory and graphics for better
QoE, they still have severe limitations in terms of battery
capacity. This represents a major restricting factor especially
when dealing with multipath delivery and networked video-
based services which drain the battery of the mobile devices
quickly.
Therefore, balancing network performance, users’ QoE and
mobile device energy consumption still represents the main
challenge for achieving seamless multimedia delivery over
heterogeneous wireless networks environments.
A. Survey Novelty and Contributions
The survey considers the context of a user roaming within
a heterogeneous wireless environment while performing video
on demand as depicted in Fig 2. It represents an attempt to
answer the question: are we there yet? in terms of seam-
less multimedia provisioning within a heterogeneous wireless
environment to enable the mobile users with Always Best
Experience at anytime, anywhere and from any device.
In this heterogeneous environment, mobile users equipped
with multiple interface mobile devices have the possibility to
access rich multimedia services through one or more radio
access networks. In an attempt to ensure seamless multimedia
experience to the mobile user, several adaptive multimedia
solutions have been proposed in the literature. Generally, the
adaptation of the multimedia stream is based on the underlying
network conditions, mobile user preferences and mobile device
characteristics. The heterogeneity of the wireless environment
offers the possibility of selecting the best value network
from a pool of available networks and stream the multimedia
services in a single path manner. However, due to the resource-
constrained nature of the wireless networks, providing high
quality rich media services to the mobile users with QoS
provisioning remains a challenge. To overcome this challenge,
and improve the network throughput and the overall system
performance, many research efforts have been put into the
use of multiple wireless networks simultaneously. Even though
using multiple paths simultaneously for data deliver improves
the QoS, it comes at the cost of increased energy consumption.
Saving energy is an issue of high concern for today’s mobile
device users, especially as they rely on their mobile devices
for their online activities. Thus, important research activity has
been placed on proposing energy efficient solutions especially
for multimedia-based services as they are the most power
hungry of all applications.
In this context, this survey follows three main directions
based on the current key challenges, such as: (1) adaptive
multimedia solutions; (2) energy efficient solutions; and (3)
multipath content delivery solutions.
B. Survey Structure
The rest of this paper is structured as follows:
• Section II looks into the existing related surveys and
identifies the scope of this work.
• Section III aims to familiarise the reader with the tech-
nical background and implications of multimedia content
delivery over heterogeneous wireless networks.
• Section IV identifies the standards and the current indus-
try solutions that enable adaptive multimedia delivery.
• Section V, VI and VII survey and classify various state-
of-the-art approaches for adaptive multimedia delivery,
energy efficiency and multipath delivery, respectively.
• Section VIII provides discussions on the challenges and
open issues related to the three directions surveyed.
• Section IX concludes the paper.
II. RELATED SURVEYS AND SCOPE
Extensive academic research has been done related to the
key challenges we have identified previously, such as: adaptive
multimedia delivery, energy efficiency and multipath delivery.
This is captured in recent published surveys [4] - [15]. The
main differences between the existing works, including the
scope of this survey, are addressed in this section. Moreover,
a summary of the existing surveys is captured in Table I.
Maia et al. [4] investigated various methodologies used to
evaluate the quality of experience for video streaming services.
Different video quality assessment methods are classified into
subjective, objective and hybrid solutions. The authors con-
clude that the video quality assessment continues to face im-
portant challenges mainly due to the multitude of factors that
strongly influence the quality of experience, such as: network-
based parameters (jitter, delay, packet loss, and bandwidth),
video characteristics (codec, spatial and temporal information,
bitrate, Group of Picture), mobile device capabilities (graphics,
CPU, battery life) and even the assessment approach and
context (subjective, objective, and hybrid).
An investigation on QoE in online video transmission has
also been conducted by Zhao et al. [5] with an emphasis on
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TABLE I: Related Surveys
Ref. Year Scope Observations
[4] 2015 Methodologies used for QoE assessment for video streaming ser-
vices
The main focus is on video quality assessment only.
[5] 2017 QoE assessment and management in video transmission, with main
focus on the system, context and human influence factors.
Deals with QoE management only.
[6] 2016 Tools and measurement methodologies for QoE Focused mainly on QoE measurement methodologies
[7] 2013 QoE management for wireless networks The focus is only on different QoE models and assessment method-
ologies applicable for different types of services.
[8] 2017 Adaptation techniques to support DASH-based content deliver The main focus is on DASH-based applications only.
[9] 2015 QoE of HTTP Adaptive Streaming The focus is only on QoE from human computer interaction and
networking areas.
[10] 2014 Energy measurement and modelling solutions for m-learning sys-
tems.
The target is on energy saving solutions for mobile learning systems
only.
[11] 2013 Energy management techniques at the software level for mobile
devices.
The main focus is on six major areas of mobile device energy
management from operating system and process migration to cloud
and protocol optimisations.
[12] 2013 Energy efficiency for wireless content distribution with mobile-to-
mobile cooperation.
The main focus is on energy-aware cooperative common content
distribution.
[13] 2014 Energy efficient solutions for audio and video multimedia stream-
ing to mobile devices over wireless environments.
The main focus is on presenting energy efficient solutions for
wireless multimedia streaming according to different layers of the
Internet protocol stack they utilize.
[14] 2015 Broad survey on network-layer multipathing. The main focus is on network-layer multipath solutions with
detailed investigation of the control plane problem on how to
compute and select the paths and the data plane problem on how
to split the flow over the paths.
[15] 2016 Multipath solutions at each layer of the Internet protocol stack The main focus is on multipath transmission, investigating various
research problems from link, network, transport, application and
cross layers.
the factors that influence the user experience on the video
application or service. The authors group these influence
factors into three categories: (1) system influence factors
including content-related, media-related, network-related and
device-related factors, (2) context influence factors including
location, space, time, cost, social occasion factors, etc. and (3)
human influence factors including physical, emotional, socio-
economic factors, etc.
Juluri et al. [6] look into tools and measurement method-
ologies proposed in the literature to measure or predict the
QoE of online video streaming services. The authors classify
the QoE measurement methods based on the data-collection
methodology and their location within the network.
Barakovic et al. [7] provide a survey on the QoE man-
agement for wireless networks with the main focus on three
management aspects, such as: QoE modeling, monitoring and
measurement, and adaptation and optimization.
A more recent survey [8] looked into rate adaptation tech-
niques to support Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(DASH) content delivery. The surveyed solutions are grouped
based on the feedback signals used and the end-node where
the adaptation takes place. QoE of HTTP Adaptive Streaming
has also been surveyed by Seufert et al. in [9]. The main focus
is on QoE related works from human computer interaction and
networking domains. The solutions are structured according to
the impact of video adaptation on QoE.
In terms of energy efficiency, there has been an important
focus on this area in the recent years [10], [11], [12], [13].
Moldovan et al. [10] investigate the energy savings solutions
that target the mobile learning systems. The authors focus on
measurement and modelling aspects as key prerequisites to
energy savings and connect them to m-learning by proposing
a generic Energy-aware Adaptive M-learning System.
Vallina-Rodriguez et al. [11] cover the mobile device energy
management techniques at the software level. The authors
classified the solutions into six major categories: energy aware
operating systems, energy measurements and power models,
users’ interaction with applications and computing resources,
wireless interfaces and protocol optimisations, sensors opti-
misation and computation off-loading. Al-Kanj et al. [12]
investigate the particular scenario of wireless content distri-
bution with mobile-to-mobile cooperation and main focus on
energy efficiency. The authors analyse the main features and
limitations of existing architectures and design alternatives in
the area of energy-aware cooperative common content distri-
bution. Hoque et al. [13] look into energy efficient solutions
for audio and video multimedia streaming to mobile devices
over wireless environments. The authors classify the existing
approaches based on the layers of the used Internet protocol
stack.
In terms of multipath delivery, Qadir et al. [14] provide
a comprehensive survey with the main focus on multipath
routing. The authors provide a detailed investigation targeting
two main design issues, such as: control plane problem on how
to compute and select the routes and the data plane problem
on how to split the flow over the computed paths. On the other
side, Li et al. [15] investigate the multipath solutions at each
layer of the Internet protocol stack including link, network,
transport, application, and cross layers.
Even though some ideas of these studies might overlap
with our interest, important aspects have been left out as
summarized in Table I. To this extent, this paper differentiates
itself from the other papers in the literature, through the
following approaches:
• it adopts a three dimensional evaluation of multimedia
delivery within the heterogeneous wireless environments,
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Fig. 3: Traditional Streaming Example Fig. 4: Adaptive Streaming Example
Fig. 5: QoS vs. QoE in Multimedia Content Delivery
such as: adaptation, energy efficiency and multipath de-
livery.
• discusses the current trending topics, technologies, and
protocols for adaptive multimedia streaming.
• classifies, overviews and discusses various multimedia
adaptation concepts, standards, industry solutions as well
as state-of-the-art solutions starting from the more mature
but well established ones (e.g., year 1994) to the most
recent research literature (e.g., year 2017).
Furthermore, we refer the reader to the existing surveys
for a more comprehensive and broad understanding of each
of the topics individually. Additionally for each category, we
provide a comprehensive survey on the solutions/proposals
from industry, academia and standard bodies. Comprehensive
discussions on the key challenges and open issues related to
adaptive multimedia, energy efficiency and multipath delivery
are also provided.
III. MULTIMEDIA CONTENT DELIVERY OVER
HETEROGENEOUS WIRELESS NETWORKS
Current and future wireless network environments are based
on the coexistence of multiple networks supported by various
access technologies and deployed by different operators. In
this heterogeneous multi-technology multi-application multi-
terminal multi-user environment, as illustrated in Fig. 1, there
is a general goal to keep mobile users ’Always Best Con-
nected’ anywhere and anytime, enabling the ’Always Best
Experience’.
As wireless network deployments increase, their usage is
also experiencing a significant growth. Due to advances in
technologies and the mass-market adoption of the new multi-
mode high-end devices - smartphones, iPhones, netbooks, and
laptops, with improved CPU, graphics, and display, the mobile
users demands have increased significantly. Users are now
expecting a better multimedia experience on their devices.
But due to the fluctuating behavior and constraints of the
wireless environment, and also user mobility, delivering high
quality video-based services over wireless networks is more
challenging than over wired networks. The main challenge
for the high volume and real time services is to provide low
latency data connectivity and negligible data loss.
A. Multimedia Content Delivery Methods
Multimedia content delivery refers to the process of delivery
of media (e.g., movies, video clips, and live presentations) over
a network in real or non-real time. Two distinct methods can
be identified, for multimedia content delivery: downloading
and streaming.
1) Downloading: The downloading method is considered
to be the simplest form of multimedia delivery on the web,
and is divided into two categories: (1) traditional download
which implies that the user downloads the video file on the
mobile device to be able to watch it locally. This method
has the advantage that there is no expectation of real-time
performance. However the main drawback is that the user has
to wait for the file to be fully downloaded before watching the
content, which can be a potentially long wait. (2) progressive
download [17] where the user will be able to watch the
multimedia content while is being received by the mobile
device. This method makes use of common protocols, such
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TABLE II: The G.1010 Model for User-Centric QoS Categories [16]
Error Tolerant Error Intolerant
Interactive (delay < 1 sec) Conventional Voice and Video Command/control (e.g., Telnet, interactive games)
Responsive (delay ≈ 2 sec) Voice and video messaging Transactions (e.g., eCommerce, Web browsing, e-mail access)
Timely (delay ≈ 10 sec) Streaming audio and video Messaging and downloads (e.g., FTP, still images)
Non-critical (delay > 10 sec) Fax Background (e.g., Usenet)
as Hyper Text Transport Protocol (HTTP) [18] or FTP which
are based on the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
The service providers can encode the multimedia content
at higher rates, but they have to maintain a trade-off between
quality (higher rates) and waiting time (users willingness to
wait until the download is finished).
2) Streaming: The second multimedia delivery method is
streaming, which unlike the downloading method, requires a
specialized multimedia streaming server. The streaming server
delivers, on request, the exact amount of data required by the
client, which plays the media content as it is delivered. With
the streaming method, the video file is not downloaded on the
users mobile device. Two categories can be identified here:
traditional streaming and adaptive streaming [17].
• Traditional Streaming
A well-known traditional streaming protocol is Real-Time
Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [19]. By using RTSP the client
connects to the streaming server, which starts sending the
multimedia stream as a series of small packets (1452 bytes
for typical Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP)/RTP Con-
trol Protocol (RTCP) [20] packet size) at only one real-time
rate, usually it represents the bit rate at which the multimedia
stream was encoded. An illustrative example of traditional
streaming is presented in Fig.3 [17]. The server monitors the
clients state (e.g., Play, Seek, and Pause) during the entire
connection time, and only sends enough data packets to fill
the client buffer. Usually the service providers using this
technique need to encode the multimedia content at a certain
data rate based on the available bandwidth so that it can be
streamed to the client without problems.
• Adaptive Streaming
Adaptive streaming is considered to be a hybrid delivery
method that combines streaming and progressive download.
An example of adaptive streaming technique is illustrated in
Fig. 4. The video content is stored on the server, encoded
at different encoding rates (quality levels) and divided into
small chunks. The client will switch between the chunks of
different quality levels based on different parameters (e.g.,
estimated user bandwidth, CPU, resolution, etc.). In this way
the users that have a good connection can avail of high
quality multimedia stream (high data rate) whereas the users
with poor connection will receive a lower data rate stream,
meaning lower quality.
B. Transport Protocols for Multimedia Delivery
To enable the communication over the Internet the IP is
used together with the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
TCP handles the transmission problems by reordering out-
of-order packets and by requesting the re-transmission of the
lost packets. While this is essential for reliable file trans-
missions across the Internet (e.g., downloading a file), when
it comes to video playback the re-transmissions can lead
to increase latency (e.g., stalling the playback so that TCP
receives the re-transmitted packet).
In case of real-time services, RTP runs over User Datagram
Protocol (UDP)and is used in conjunction with RTCP. This
makes RTP one of the most popular protocols for streaming
applications, mainly used on managed internal networks. As
UDP does not have any inherent transport layer-based rate-
control mechanism, unlike TCP, makes it easier the imple-
mentation of an application layerbased adaptive mechanism
suitable for low-latency and best-effort multimedia transmis-
sions. The main disadvantage of using RTP/UDP is that it
cannot traverse Internet firewalls and NAT devices as most of
them are configured to restrict the UDP traffic.
In order to overtake this problem the HTTP is used, as
it is the most common communication protocol used on the
Internet being allowed by the majority of firewalls. HTTP
uses TCP as the underlying transport protocol. This is the
main reason for which the majority of the deployed adaptive
multimedia solutions are based on HTTP, and hence TCP.
C. QoS and QoE in Wireless Multimedia Networks
When dealing with multimedia content delivery, two impor-
tant concepts that need to be defined are Quality of Service
(QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE). Figure 5 illustrates
the main difference between the two. In general, QoS is
related to the underlying data transport network and measures
network-related parameters (e.g., delay, jitter, packet loss,
Round Trip Time (RTT), etc.). Whereas QoE is related to the
service quality as perceived by the end-user. Starting from the
content provisioning, as illustrated in Fig. 5, each stage within
the content delivery process will add complexity to the QoE
measurements.
Moreover, with the dynamics of the wireless environment,
that is changing dynamically as people or objects move
through the coverage area, QoS provisioning over heteroge-
neous wireless networks for multimedia streaming, presents
great challenges. It is known that multimedia applications have
strict QoS requirements in terms of packet loss ratio, delay,
jitter (delay variations) and bandwidth. The Recommendation
G.1010 End-user Multimedia QoS Categories [16] defines
user-centric QoS classes for a range of services and applica-
tions. Eight QoS classes are defined for different multimedia
applications based on the delay range and loss sensitivities, as
illustrated in Table II.
As QoS looks more at measuring the performance from
a network perspective, it does not have a direct impact in
guaranteeing the end-user satisfaction. This shows that the
video quality is dependent on a various range of parameters,
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TABLE III: Parameters that Impact Mobile Users’ Experience
Operator Connection Device Application Goals Activity/Mobility Environment Culture
Services,
Pricing
Model
Speed,
Reliability,
Set-up
Operating
System,
Hardware,
Software,
Capa-
bilities,
Battery,
Condition,
Familiarity
Call, Text/SMS,
Chat, Browsing,
View video, send
photos, online
shopping, search
local information,
etc.
Communication,
Information,
Entertainment,
Social
interaction,
Identity, Status,
Logistics, etc.
walking, driving, stuck
in traffic, waiting for the
bus, waiting at the air-
port, in a coffee shop
Coverage area, Network
conditions, noise, traffic,
light, space, privacy, dis-
tractions, other people,
etc.
religion, law,
economics,
social class
such as: the mobile device capabilities and characteristics, the
type of RAT, the application requirements, network conditions,
etc. That is why when talking about video quality and user
satisfaction, QoE needs to be addressed. QoE defines the
overall performance as being perceived subjectively by the
end-user. In this case taking the scenario of a roaming mobile
user, the main parameters that have an impact on the mobile
user experience are identified, as listed in Table III.
The overall user experience may be affected by a wide range
of factors, like: Operator (e.g., different pricing models for
various class of services, etc.); Connection (e.g., the set-up of
the connection, signal strength, reliability, speed, etc.); Device
(e.g., various ranges of operating systems, hardware, soft-
ware, capabilities, battery level, condition, familiarity, etc.);
Application (e.g., video call, text/SMS, chat, browsing, online
shopping, streaming, etc.); Goals (e.g., social interaction, en-
tertainment, information, communication, etc.); Environment
(e.g., coverage area, network conditions, noise, traffic, space,
light, privacy, etc.); Activity/Mobility (e.g., walking, driving,
stuck in traffic, etc.); Culture (e.g., religion, economics, social
class, etc.). As it can be seen, the overall acceptability of the
end-user is influenced by the entire end-to-end system effects,
user expectations and context.
D. Approaches for Measuring the Video Quality
Different methodologies were developed to achieve the as-
sessment of end-user perceived quality levels. These method-
ologies can be classified in two main categories: subjective
methods and objective methods.
Subjective methods are more reliable because they are per-
formed on human subjects, and there is a direct measurement
of the user experience. On the other hand these methods have
a high cost of implementation and they are time consuming,
making them useless in case of real time assessment.
Objective methods can be classified into three main sub-
groups [21]: full reference methods, reduced reference meth-
ods, and no reference methods.
The full reference methods are based on the comparison of
two sequence of signal: the original video and the distorted
one. Usually these methods are more correlated with the
subjective methods than the non-reference ones. This makes
them more precise but the computational complexity involved
is higher as they are based on pre-pixel processing and syn-
chronization between the original video and the distorted one.
According to the ITU-T recommendation P.910 [22], some of
the typically used metrics in the full reference methods are:
blockiness, blur, brightness, contrast, jerkiness, frame skips,
TABLE IV: The Mean Opinion Score Levels
MOS Quality Impairment
5 Excellent Imperceptible
4 Good Perceptible but not annoying
3 Fair Slightly annoying
2 Poor Annoying
1 Bad Very Annoying
and freezes, etc. The main disadvantage of these methods is
the need of both signals and also the high complexity makes
them time and resource consuming.
The reduced reference methods represent a variation of
the full reference methods. These methods are based on
extracting specific features from the original video which are
then transmitted to the receiver. At the receiver side, the same
information is extracted from the distorted video and then
compared with the ones of the original video.
The no reference methods are not dependent on the ref-
erence signal (original video), some complex algorithms are
applied only to the distorted signal. This makes them more
applicable as they present less computational complexity and
can be used in analyzing live streams.
One of the most important metrics used in the video quality
assessment of both subjective and objective methods is the
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [22]. Typically there are five
MOS levels used for describing the quality and impairment
of a multimedia stream as illustrated in Table IV [22], starting
with Level 1 representing bad quality and ending with Level
5 representing excellent quality.
The most common and the most widely used objective
method for video quality assessment is Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR), and it is given by eq. 1.
PSNRdB = 20 log10
255√
MSE
(1)
where, MSE represents the Mean Square Error and it can be
defined as the cumulative squared error between the original
and the processed video. The main advantage of PSNR is that
it is very easy to compute. Various different approaches in
defining PSNR appear in the literature. For example Lee et al.
[24] define PSNR as in eq. 2.
PSNRdB = 20 log10
MAX Bitrate√
(EXP Thr − CRT Thr)2 (2)
where MAX Bitrate represents the bitrate of the multimedia
stream after the encoding process, EXP Thr represents the
expected average throughput for the delivery of the multimedia
stream over the network, and CRT Thr represents the actual
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TABLE V: Mapping PSNR, PSNR-HVS, PSNR-HVS-M, SSIM, MS-SSIM and VIFp Metrics to MOS Scale, Created using
VQAMap [23]
MOS Level MOS (0-100) PSNR PSNR-HVS PSNR-HVS-M SSIM MS-SSIM VIFp
5 (Excellent) ≥ 80 & ≤ 100 ≥ 36 ≥ 32 ≥ 35 ≥ 0.93 ≥ 0.98 ≥ 0.56
4 (Good) ≥ 60 & < 80 ≥ 29 & < 36 ≥ 26 & < 32 ≥ 29 & < 35 ≥ 0.85 & < 0.93 ≥ 0.95 & < 0.98 ≥ 0.40 & < 0.56
3 (Fair) ≥ 40 & < 60 ≥ 22 & < 29 ≥ 22 & < 26 ≥ 25 & < 29 ≥ 0.76 & < 0.85 ≥ 0.89 & < 0.95 ≥ 0.27 & < 0.40
2 (Poor) ≥ 20 & < 40 ≥ 20 & < 24 ≥ 19 & < 22 ≥ 22 & < 25 ≥ 0.62 & < 0.76 ≥ 0.73 & < 0.89 ≥ 0.16 & < 0.27
1 (Bad) ≥ 0 & < 20 < 20 < 19 < 22 < 0.62 < 0.73 < 0.16
average received throughput for the multimedia delivery over
the network.
Some examples of no reference models are: Video Stream-
ing Quality Index (VSQI) [25], Mobile TV Quality Index
(MTQI), Video Telephony Quality Index (VTQI), and Per-
ceptual Evaluation of Video Quality (PEVQ). The main dis-
advantage is that they are not open-source, being proprietary
solutions. For example, VSQI takes the entire streamed video
and assigns a MOS score to it based on various parameters:
video codec used, total bit rate, duration of initial buffering,
number and duration of re-buffering periods, and packet loss.
Nowadays, when delivering multimedia content over the
Internet, one important parameter that has to be taken into
account and that has a significant impact on the quality
degradation as perceived by the user, is the buffering effect
(initial buffering and the re-buffering periods). The biggest
impediment for the research community is that all the video
quality assessment solutions that consider the effect of re-
buffering periods are proprietary.
Extensive work has been put into developing objective video
quality assessment (VQA) metrics for automatic estimation of
the video quality. Chikkerur et al. [26] provide a comprehen-
sive review and classification of the VQA methods. Moreover,
a performance comparison of the media-layer objective video
quality models for standard and high definition video is
provided. However, the Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) gathered
from the users through subjective tests remains the most
reliable measure of video quality. To this extent, Moldovan et
al. [23] propose VQAMap, a mechanism that creates generic
mapping rules of objective VQA metric values to the MOS
scale. VQAMap takes as input subjective data from public
VQA databases and automatically creates mapping rules for
any VQA metric. Table V lists the VQAMap rules for mapping
the values of several objective metrics, such as PSNR, PSNR-
Human Visual System (PSNR-HVS) [27] which considers
the Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF), PSNR-HVS-M [28]
which along CSF it also considers the between-coefficient
contrast masking of Discrete Cosine Transform basis func-
tions, Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [29], Multi-scale-
SSIM (MS-SSIM) [30] and Visual Information Fidelity pixel
domain (VIFp) [31] to the MOS scale.
IV. STANDARDS AND INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS FOR
ADAPTIVE STREAMING
The next generation of wireless networks is almost a reality
and as multimedia applications have become widespread and
mobile device capabilities have grown, users expect access
to rich services at higher quality levels from their devices,
even while roaming over different wireless networks. It is
known that the main attributes of multimedia data traffic
are the large volume and real time requirements. Delivering
streaming video with QoS provisioning over wireless networks
is more challenging than in wired networks due to the radio
constraints of wireless links, and user mobility. It is essential to
provide QoS mechanisms to cater for multimedia throughput,
delay, and jitter constraints, especially within the wireless
environment where connections are prone to interference,
high data loss rates, and/or disconnection. The aim of these
mechanisms is to maintain high user perceived quality levels
and make efficient use of the wireless network resources.
A. Standards which Support Adaptive Streaming
One of the hot topics in the multimedia networking en-
vironment is adaptive streaming techniques. Because of the
continued growth of the video content, ensuring a seamless
multimedia experience at high quality levels to the end-user
has become a challenge. This has led to the definition and
appearance of new standards and protocols related to adaptive
streaming.
In TS 26.234 [32] (PSS; Protocols and Codecs) the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) defines a new Adaptive
HTTP Streaming (AHS) protocol that enables the video con-
tent delivery from a standard HTTP server to an HTTP stream-
ing client. The new protocol consists of dividing the entire
stream into segments. It is assumed that the HTTP streaming
client has access to a Media Presentation Description (MPD)
which contains the metadata information required by the client
to access the corresponding segment. The streaming service
could be on-demand or live and the segments could differ
in bitrates, languages, resolutions, etc. The streaming session
is controlled by the client which can adjust the bitrate or
other attributes based on the mobile device state or user
preferences in order to ensure a smooth streaming experience.
An extension of the AHS version is provided in the TS 26.247
[33] specification, where a general framework is defined. The
new version is referred to as 3GP-DASH and provides support
for fast initial start up, seeking, adaptive bitrate switching, on-
demand and live delivery, etc. Even though the MPD syntax,
the segments format and delivery protocol are specified, there
is no specification for content provisioning, client behaviour,
and the transport of MPD.
The Open IPTV Forum (OIPF) [34] proposed an HTTP
Adaptive Streaming (HAS) solution which is based on the
3GPP AHS specifications. In the case of HAS the streaming
content is provided in multiple bitrates and segmented into
temporally aligned and independently encoded chunks. The
terminal may be able to adapt to variations in the available
bandwidth by seamlessly switching between the chunks at
higher or lower bitrate. The new HAS method is an extended
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TABLE VI: Summary of Industry Solutions for Adaptive Multimedia
GP-DASH MPEG
DASH
OIPF HAS Move Net-
works
Microsoft
Smooth
Streaming
Adobe
HTTP
Dynamic
Flash
Streaming
Apple
HTTP
Live
Streaming
Hulu
Adaptive
Streaming
Akamai
adaptive
HDTV
Streaming
Type Standard-
based
Standard-
based
Standard-
based
Proprietary/
Patent
Proprietary/
Patent
Proprietary Proprietary Proprietary Proprietary
Codec H.264
AAC
H.264
AAC
H.264
AAC
VP7 H.264, VC-
1 AAC,
WMA
H.264,
VP6 AAC,
MP3
H.264
AAC, MP3
H.264 MPEG-4,
H.264,VP6
AVC
Transport RTP/RTSP
HTTP
RTP/RTSP
HTTP
RTP/RTSP
HTTP
HTTP HTTP HTTP
RTMP
RTMFP
HTTP RTMP HTTP
Playback 3GPP
compliant
devices
MPEG
compliant
devices
Open IPTV
compliant
services &
devices
Web
browser
plugin,
Windows,
Mac OS X
Silverlight,
Windows
7 phones,
STB, xBox
Flash, Air,
Android
phones,
Connected
TV
iPhone,
iPad,
Apple TV,
Apple iOS,
QTx
Hulu
player,
Flash
Flash, iOS,
Silverlight,
Windows,
Mac, Linux
Adaptation
Logic Control
Client Client Client Server Client Client Client Client Client
Default Qual-
ity Levels No
Configurable Configurable Configurable Five Configurable Configurable Configurable Three Three
Default Video
Resolution
Configurable Configurable Configurable Configurable up to
1080p
Configurable Configurable 288p,
360p, 480p
180-720p
Default
Bitrates range
Configurable Configurable Configurable 100-
2200kbps
300-
2400kbps
Configurable up to
1600kbps
640-
1600kbps
300-
3500kbps
version of the 3GPP AHS with support for MPEG-2 transport
stream encoding.
The Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) adopted the
3GPP AHS as a baseline specification and started working on
the development of Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
referred to as MPEG DASH [35]. The MPEG DASH ad-hoc
group has been working on the delivery format and on the use
of MPEG-2 Transport Streams as a media format. In January
2011 the group decided to start an evaluation experiment
aiming to better understand the requirements for MPEG DASH
in order to add a better support for Content Delivery Network
(CDN) - based delivery.
B. Industry Solutions for Adaptive Streaming
In addition to the existing standards and ongoing work pro-
gressing adaptive streaming-based standards, some of the key
market players have adopted their own proprietary solutions
for adaptive streaming.
Move Networks is one of the first online video providers
that has been granted a patent [36] for its HTTP-based adaptive
streaming technology. The technology involves receiving and
segmenting the media content in order to generate multiple
sequential streamlets. Each streamlet will be encoded as a
separate content file having identical time indices and a
unique bitrate. The patent covers the encoding and the use of
multiple bitrate streamlets. The novelty of the technology is the
possibility of using standard HTTP web requests with ordinary
web servers without the need for a dedicated streaming server.
The adaptive mechanism will switch between the different
quality streams according to the available bandwidth.
Another fierce competitor in the market is Microsoft with
its IIS Smooth Streaming solution. In August 2011, Microsoft
was granted a patent [37] on Seamless switching of scalable
video bitstreams. The patent claims the concept behind smooth
streaming, which involves switching between streams of dif-
ferent quality levels (high and low quality) according to the
networks available bandwidth.
Adobe has deployed its own web-based dynamic streaming
service [38], being available on any device running a browser
with Adobe Flash plug-in. The Flash Media Server stores
the video content encoded at different bit rates and it can
receive commands to switch between the different versions.
The adaptation can be done based on the users available
bandwidth and the CPU load of the mobile device.
Apple has also released a client-side adaptive HTTP stream-
ing solution that supports both live and on-demand H.264
video playout within the browser. The video content is seg-
mented into chunks of different duration and bitrate and is
adaptively streamed to the client. The new technology is
available on the devices that run iPhone OS 3.0 or later, or on
the devices with QuickTime version X or later, installed.
Hulu is an online video service that offers on-demand
TV shows, movies, clips, news, etc. Hulu integrated the
adaptive bitrate streaming mechanism into their new Hulu
player, written in ActionScript 3. The mechanism adapts to
the users available bandwidth by switching between different
video bitrates and resolution. The user has the option to turn
on the adaptive streaming options or to play the stream at a
fixed resolution from the players settings menu.
The worldwide leading Content Delivery Network (CDN),
Akamai, has launched an adaptive HDTV streaming service
available for Adobe Flash, Microsoft Silverlight and iPhone.
The video content is encoded at different bitrates and the
switching between them is done based on the feedback re-
ceived from the client (e.g., available bandwidth).
Apart from these key market players there are a number
of others adopting or in the process of developing an adap-
tive streaming solution (e.g., Netflix, Limelight, Widevine,
Qualvlive, etc.). A summary of the industry solutions is
presented in Table VI.
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TABLE VII: Adaptive Multimedia Solutions - Classification
Category Description Solutions Limitations Heterogeneity
Network
Protocol-
based
Adaptive
Solutions
Network delivery mechanisms,
mainly protocols for adaptive
streaming solutions. The sending
rate is dictated by the transport
protocol and the congestion control
mechanism, based on various
network-related parameters (e.g.,
loss rate, delay, round trip time,
etc.).
Padhye et al. [39], Floyd
et al. [40], [41], Rejaie et
al.[42], Sisalem et al. [43],
Talaat et al. [44], Song et
al. [45], Sterca et al. [46],
Yang et al. [47], Cen et al.
[48], Chen et al. [49], Choi
et al. [50], Bouras et al.
[51], Kim et al. [52], Park
et al. [53].
Additional loss discrimination
methods are required for efficient
wireless transmissions. Poor cor-
relation with the actual end-user
perceived quality of the multime-
dia stream.
Can be used over fixed, wireless
and mobile networks in a single-path
or multiple-path manner. Additional
packet scheduling mechanisms are re-
quired for multipath transmissions to
avoid packet re-ordering.
Scalable
Video
Coding
Solutions
Focused on creating/using scalable
compression formats to avoid the
re-coding of the video content.
The encoded video exposes multi-
ple quality layers with the higher
layers depending on the lower lay-
ers. The adaptation can be done in
bitrate, frame rate, and resolution,
by dropping selected parts of the
scalable video content.
Rejaie et al. [54], Ding et
al. [55], Zink et al. [56],
Qin et al. [57], Huang et
al. [58], Schaar et al. [59],
Piri et al. [60], Krasic et al.
[61], Balachandran et al.
[62], Chen et al. [63], Wu
et al. [64], Ghermezchesh-
meh et al. [65].
The scalable compression cannot
adapt to different codecs. Re-
quires reliable bandwidth estima-
tion.
Can be used over fixed, wireless and
mobile networks in a single-path or
multiple-path manner. For multipath
transmissions, the base layer has to
be sent on the most reliable path,
whereas the enhancement layers can
take alternative paths for enhanced
video experience.
Transcoding-
based
Solutions
Involves non-scalable single-layer
bitstreams transcoded on-the-fly.
Performs live encoding of the video
content based on the fluctuating be-
havior of the available bandwidth.
Yeadon et al. [66],
Takaoka et al. [67], Prangl
et al. [68], Vijaykumar
et al. [69], Hiromoto
et al. [70], Wang et al.
[71], Medagama et al.
[72], Chattopadhyay et al.
[73], Essaili et al. [74],
Timmerer et at. [75], Wei
et al. [76].
Transcoding is very CPU in-
tensive making difficult to be
used for an increased number
of clients. Reliable and efficient
resource reservation scheme is
required for cloud-based online
transcoding solutions.
Can be used over fixed, wireless
and mobile networks in a single-path
or multiple-path manner. For multi-
path transmission multiple description
video transcoding and intermediate
nodes inside the network could be
used.
Bitrate
Switching
Solutions
Concerns with the precoding of the
media content at multiple formats
and bit rates and storing them at the
server side.
Muntean et al. [77], Mok
et al. [78], Mukhtar et al.
[79], Schierl et al. [80],
Qiu et al. [81], Wisniewski
et al. [82], Batalla et al.
[83], Mushtaq et al. [84],
Zou et al. [85], Go et al.
[86] Evensen et al. [87].
The latency introduced by the
switching between different qual-
ity levels. For multipath de-
livery the out-of-order packets
may cause buffer underflow and
throughput degradation leading to
poor QoE.
Can be used over fixed, wireless
and mobile networks in a single-
path or multiple-path manner. Reli-
able network monitoring and resource
scheduling mechanisms are required
for multipath transmissions to avoid
out-of-order packets.
V. ADAPTIVE MULTIMEDIA SOLUTIONS - RESEARCH
AREA
To date there has been extensive academic research related
to various techniques for adaptation of video delivery over
the Internet. Various solutions have been proposed to address
this problem of streaming video over the Internet while
maintaining high user perceived quality levels.
In the following section, a representative selection of adap-
tive techniques from the literature are classified into four
main categories: (1) network protocol-based adaptive solutions
which relate to the actual network delivery mechanisms; (2)
scalable video coding solutions which concern coding the
video content in a scalable fashion (e.g., Multiple Description
Coding (MDC), MPEG-2 scalability, MPEG-4 Fine Grain
Scalability (FGS)) that enables adaptation by dropping or
adding selected parts of the scalable-based encoded video; (3)
transcoding-based solutions which adapt the video content by
changing the target bitrate parameter of the transcoder on-the-
fly, and (4) bitrate switching solutions which consist of storing
multiple versions of the same video content pre-encoded at
different formats and bitrates.
A. Network Protocol-based Adaptive Solutions
The Network Protocol-based Adaptive solutions are mainly
focused on the sender-driven rate adaptation solutions. Gen-
erally, the server estimates the clients’ current network condi-
tions related parameters and adapts the video stream accord-
ingly.
One of the first adaptive multimedia solutions is the TCP-
friendly rate control protocol (TFRCP) [39]. The proposed
mechanism consists of two parts: a sender-side protocol and a
receiver-side protocol. At the sender-side, a TCP-rate equation-
based model given by eq. 3 [88] is used to compute the sending
rate considering the measured loss rate and the round trip
time (RTT). The sending rate is computed at each defined
time interval. The receiver sends ACK packets that contain
the sequence number and timestamp for the acknowledging
packets. Next the sender processes the ACK packets and
computes the sending rate for the next time interval. The
proposed solution does not have any built-in error recovery
mechanism and when high losses occur the sending rate is
reduced to very small values otherwise the rate is doubled.
T =
s
R
√
2p
3 + tRTO(3
√
3p
8 )p(1 + 32p
2)
(3)
where T is the sending rate [bytes/sec], s is the packet size,
R is the round trip time, p steady-state loss event rate, and
tRTO TCP re-transmission timeout.
Because TFRCP adjusts the sending rate at fixed intervals,
under more dynamic environment with lower time scale, the
response of the protocol is poor [40]. To overcome this, along
with TFRCP’s vulnerability to changes in RTT and sending
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rate Floyd et al. [40], [41] proposed a new TCP-Friendly
Rate Control, namely TFRC. Similar to TFRCP, TFRC makes
use of eq. 3 for computing the sending rate. However, in
order to compute the loss rate, TFRC integrates a weighted
average loss interval mechanism. Compared to TFRCP, TFRC
performs better over a wide range of timescales and provides
a smoothly-changing sending rate compared to TCP.
Rejaie et al. [42] proposed an end-to-end TCP-friendly Rate
Adaptation Protocol (RAP) which is mainly implemented at
the sender side and works by adjusting the sending rate based
on the loss rate and the estimated RTT. The proposed protocol
addresses the following aspects: the decision function, the
increase/decrease algorithm and the decision frequency. The
decision function is defined as: if there is no congestion then
the transmission rate is increased periodically otherwise, if
congestion is detected then the transmission rate is immedi-
ately decreased. The increase/decrease algorithm is an additive
increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) algorithm. If there is
no loss then the transmission rate is increased additively in
a step-like fashion. If loss is detected then the transmission
rate is decreased multiplicatively. The decision frequency is
an important factor as changing the rate too often can result
in oscillations whereas the delay in changing the rate can lead
to an unresponsive behavior. RAP adjusts the transmission rate
once every round-trip time (RTT).
In [43] the authors proposed an adaptive scheme referred
to as loss-delay based adaptation algorithm (LDA+), which
adapts the multimedia flows based on the current network
conditions (e.g., loss, delay, RTT, bandwidth capacity). LDA+
makes use of real time transport protocol (RTP) for data deliv-
ery and RTCP for feedback information about the round trip
time and losses. To estimate the RTT, a timestamp is included
in the sender reports. Losses are estimated by counting the
sequence numbers of the received data packets. LDA+ is an
AIMD algorithm which works as follows: if there is no loss
detected then the sender computes an additive increase value
which will be added to the transmission rate; if loss is detected
then the sender decreases the rate in a multiplicative manner.
The performance of the proposed scheme was analyzed by
extensive simulations and compared with another two adap-
tive schemes: TFRC and RAP. The results show that LDA+
achieves similar fairness as RAP or TFRC over a wide range of
parameters. The authors argue the high efficiency of the LDA+
in achieving high network utilization and avoiding losses.
An Enhanced TCP-Friendly Rate Control (ETFRC) was
proposed by Talaat et al. in [44]. ETFRC dynamically tunes the
sending rate at the sender based on the feedback received from
the receiver and some predefined limit values. The simulations
results in NS-2 show that ETFRC outperforms TFRC for video
traffic in terms of throughput, jitter, and packet loss over a
simple and a more realistic Internet network topology. Simi-
larly, Song et al. [45] make use of network state division and
propose a new scheme, referred to as NSTC which identifies
whether TFRC needs to control its sending rate. Basic NS-
2 simulations show that NSTC reduces the packet loss rate
significantly and improves the TCP friendliness. Sterca et al.
[46] also modified the TFRC behavior and proposed an Utility-
driven TFRC mechanism referred to as UTFRC. UTFRC
tracks the evolution of the stream’s bitrate to provide smooth
video transmission. Basic NS-2 simulation results show the
benefits of UTFRC when compared to TFRC. However, these
solutions do not consider a wireless scenario.
Yang et al. [47] proposed a new protocol for real-time video
applications in wireless networks, referred to as the Video
Transport Protocol (VTP). The goal of VTP is to provide
smooth rate adaptation, to be efficient and robust to errors,
and friendly to legacy TCP. VTP incorporates two major com-
ponents: a loss discrimination algorithm and an estimation of
the Achieved Rate (AR). The receiver measures the receiving
rate and sends feedback to the sender. The sender uses an
Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) in order
to update the AR value. The end-to-end loss discrimination
algorithm, Spike, is used in order to distinguish between
congestion and error losses. The concept of VTP rate control
is to reduce the rate by less when loss is detected, but stay at
that rate for longer. The performance of the proposed protocol
was tested in NS-2 and compared with another two adaptive
mechanisms, TFRC wireless [48] and MULTFRC [49]. The
results show that VTP performs better in terms of efficiency,
smoothness and adaptivity in the presence of wireless errors.
Cen et al. [48] extended TFRC to provide better perfor-
mance over wireless networks, referred to as TFRC wireless.
The new proposed protocol makes use of UDP as the basic
video transport protocol and of TFRC as the congestion control
mechanism extended with a loss discrimination algorithm
to distinguish between congestion losses and wireless error
losses. When the receiver detects losses the loss discrimination
algorithm is invoked to classify the losses. If congestion
losses are detected then the receiver will consider them in
the computation of the loss event rate, otherwise the losses
are not included. If a packet is lost, it will not be re-
transmitted. The authors studied the performance of different
loss discrimination algorithms, such as: Biaz, mBiaz, ZigZag,
Spike and ZBS, and showed that the hybrid solution ZBS is
the most suitable for both, wired and wireless networks.
Chen et al. [49] proposed an adaptive mechanism, referred
to as MULTFRC which was built for wireless video streaming.
The proposed solution makes use of multiple TFRC connec-
tions to increase the competitiveness of the current session.
The number of connections is adjusted based on the measured
RTT.
In [50] the authors proposed an adaptive cross-layer scheme
for multimedia delivery by combining three adaptive strate-
gies: (1) Adaptive MAC Layer Retransmission Limiting -
makes use of UDP-Lite [89] in order to be able to receive
packets which have a partially damaged payload; (2) Adaptive
Application Layer FEC - makes use of the delay constraints
of the application together with MAC layer ARQ with limited
retransmissions in order to recover the errors, and (3) Adaptive
Packet Size Decision - the size of the video packets is chosen
adaptively based on the channel condition, delay constraint of
the application, and the application FEC in order to maximize
the goodput. The authors argue that the proposed cross-layer
solution maximizes the achievable multimedia performance
by adapting the system parameters to the varying network
environment.
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Fig. 6: Layered-based Quality Adaptation Mechanism
The authors in [51] proposed a power management cross-
layer mechanism for video streaming over WLANs when
using the TFRC protocol. The parameters taken into con-
sideration are the transmission power collected at the phys-
ical layer and the packet loss information provided by the
TFRC receivers reports to sender. The algorithm is based on
thresholds which were defined by the authors after performing
several experimentations using different values. The proposed
mechanism was tested by simulations under NS-2 with the
Evalvid-RA (Rate Adaptive) patch embedded to support rate-
adaptive MPEG-4 multimedia transmissions. The mechanism
was compared with the classical transmission without power
management in terms of PSNR and energy consumption. The
results show a slightly increase in PSNR leading to a slightly
better user perceived quality but also an increase in energy
consumption with no significant increase in performance.
When roaming within a heterogeneous environment where
a number of wireless networks are available, the mobile user
could either select the best available network to perform video
on demand in a single path manner or could actually use
several networks for multipath transmission. However, when
using multiple paths, out-of-order packets can occur due to
the different delays of the alternative paths which might affect
the user’s QoE. To overcome this, Kim et al. [52] proposed a
packet scheduling scheme for multipath transmission referred
to as Adaptive Packet Transmission Scheme (APTS). APTS
makes use of TFRC for wireless networks to estimate the avail-
able bandwidth. Based on this, it distributes the TCP packets
over multiple paths simultaneously to reduce the occurrence
of out-of-order packets. Similarly, Park et al. [53] modified
the TFRC algorithm to calculate the available bandwidth on
each path and proposed a scheduling scheme to distribute the
video packets over multiple wireless networks simultaneously
to improve the quality of video streaming.
Even though all these solutions achieve a good performance
in terms of QoS for multimedia delivery they have not been
so popular lately. This is mainly because they require changes
to the transport protocol in use and also because they provide
a poor correlation with the actual end-user perceived quality
of the multimedia stream.
B. Scalable Video Coding Solutions
Another promising technique aiming to enable flexible
video transmission, is Scalable Video Coding (SVC) which
contrary to the typical chunk-by-chunk rate adaptation, it
enables frame-by-frame rate adaptation. The main advantages
of this solution are that under a dynamic environment with
frequent bandwidth variations, SVC could dynamically switch
the video layers to adapt to the varying underlying network
conditions.
An adaptation algorithm based on layered encoding is
proposed by Rejaie et al. [54]. The proposed solution is
distributed and consists of a client and a server as illustrated in
Fig. 6. The server stores a layer-encoded version of the stream.
The available bandwidth is determined using the congestion
control mechanism and as the available bandwidth increases
the server sends more layers of the encoded stream. The
client will demultiplex the layers and send them into the
buffers from where the data is send to the display. When the
available bandwidth decreases, the server will drop some of the
layers that are transmitted. The performance of the proposed
mechanism was tested through extensive simulations using
NS-2. The results show that the mechanism can efficiently
cope with short term bandwidth variations.
In [55] Ding et al. make use of cumulative layered coding
(LC) and propose an adaptive scheme for video streaming.
In LC, the video stream is split into multiple interconnected
layers. There is a base layer which will ensure the basic
quality level, and the other layers which come to increase
the quality. To decode a higher layer, the layer must be
completely received and the lower layers are also required.
The authors propose a system architecture which consists of
two main components: the video server and the Stream Rate
Adapter (SRA) responsible for adjusting the video stream bit
rate based on the available bandwidth. To assess the proposed
solution, the authors use spectrum, a novel video quality metric
proposed by Zink et al. [56]. The authors in [56] have shown
that using PSNR for assessing the video quality in the case
of layered-encoded video is not suitable and they proposed
spectrum, a new metric which takes the subjective assessment
into consideration and also the frequency of changes of the
quality levels. The authors argue that spectrum provides better
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results than PSNR when it comes to layered video streams.
Qin et al.[57] propose an adaptive media streaming strategy
for MANETs (Mobile Ad Hoc Networks) which is based on
the layered video encoding schemes: Scalable Video Coding
(SVC) and Multiple Description Coding (MDC). Both en-
coding schemes have a multi-layered structure. SVC splits
the video stream into a base layer which can be decoded
independently and several enhancement layers which can be
added to the base layer to improve the video quality. MDC
splits the video stream into several correlated layers which can
be decoded independently. The proposed adaptive algorithm
increases or decreases the number of layers to be streamed
based on the available buffer size and distance. To analyze
the performance of the proposed solution, the authors run
simulations using NS-2 and argue 60% increase in the stream-
ing probability with reasonably high video quality. However,
neither subjective nor objective video quality assessment was
carried out.
In [58] Huang et al. propose a video adaptation scheme
for layered multicast systems using scalable video codec. The
proposed scheme bases its adaptation mechanism on channel
estimation, available bandwidth and packet loss rate. The
system consists of several modules such as: scalable video
layer creation, packet loss classification (PLC), bandwidth
probing, and adaptive FEC insertion. The PLC is integrated
to differentiate between the losses due to congestion and
losses due to the wireless channel errors. To determine the
available bandwidth the authors propose an embedded probing
scheme which is done in advance preventing in this way
the congestion. The performance of the system is evaluated
through NS-2 simulations and the results show that the system
adapts rapidly to the wired/wireless channel conditions.
Schaar et al. in [59] provide a solution for video trans-
mission over WLANs, specifically IEEE 802.11a which offers
theoretical bit rates of up to 54Mbps enabling the transmission
of delay sensitive traffic. The authors propose an integrated
cross-layer approach based on the MPEG-4 fine-grained scal-
ability (FGS) and the join of APP and MAC layers. Based
on the channel conditions and application requirements, the
cross-layer approach comes to provide a tradeoff between
throughput, reliability, and delay enhancing in this way the
robustness and efficiency of the scalable video transmission.
In [60] Piri et al. propose a cross-layer architecture for
streaming adaptive real-time multimedia over heterogeneous
networks by integrating at the end hosts a Triggering Engine
(TRG) and an Application Controller. The TRG is built on top
of the new IEEE 802.21 standard, and its role is to facilitate
the information exchange between the Media Independent
Handover Function (MIHF) and higher layer entities and the
Application Controller. The Application Controller adapts the
video transmission based on the current transmission channel
state. When a vertical handover occurs the Application Con-
troller adjusts the video parameters (e.g. data rate and frame
rate) during transmission based on fuzzy logic. The decision
is made based on packet loss ratio (PLR), estimated received
bit rate from application layer, and estimated channel signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) from the PHY or link layer. The authors
describe a use case scenario, the performance evaluation of
the proposed architecture being part of the future work.
Krasic et al. in [61] introduce the idea of adaptive streaming
through priority-drop. The data units of the media content
are prioritized and sent through the network in priority order.
The mechanism is using a TCP-based congestion control
mechanism that decides the appropriate sending rate. When
the sending rate is low, the quality of the media content is
reduced smoothly by dropping the low-priority data units at the
sender. The authors show that by combining the scalable video
compression and the adaptive streaming through priority-drop
a very effective adaptive streaming system is formed. However,
no end-user perceived quality assessment was performed.
Previous studies [62] have shown that interruptions in the
video playout due to buffer depletion have a great negative
impact on the end-user QoE. To overcome this, the playout
buffer should never get empty by accommodating the video
bitrate into the available network bandwidth. Chen et al. [63]
use the buffer as a metric that indicates whether there is a dif-
ference between the channel throughput and the video bitrate.
The authors propose an adaptive layer switching algorithm
for scalable video streaming by making use of the receiver
Buffer Underflow Probability (BUP). Thus, for low BUP video
layers are added and for high BUP video layers are removed.
The performance evaluation was carried out using a prototype
system and multiuser simulations. The results demonstrate that
the proposed algorithm provides smooth playback experience
to the end-user, in terms of PSNR.
Wu et al. [64] exploit the use of scalable transmission over
heterogeneous networks to improve user experience. The idea
is to use the macrocells for base layer video transmission to the
majority of mobile users while the small cells (e.g., femtocells)
to provide enhancement layers for the mobile users that could
enjoy enhanced video experience. This scenario is depicted in
Fig. 7. In this context, the authors investigated the layered
structure of SVC and proposed two transmission schemes
such as layered digital (LD) and layered hybrid digitalanalog
(LHDA) transmissions. The stochastic geometrical approach
is used to analyse the system performance over heterogeneous
cellular networks in terms of outage probability, high defini-
tion probability, and average distortion, under orthogonal and
nonorthogonal spectrum allocation methods. The results show
that the proposed solutions enable the efficient provisioning of
differentiated services for the end users.
Similarly, in [65] the authors look into the SVC transmission
over heterogeneous cellular networks. The authors explore the
umbrella coverage of a macrocell and propose the transmission
of the base layer content over the macro base station, while
the enhancement layer is transmitted over the femtocell access
point due to higher data rate provisioning. Stochastic geometry
is used to derive the rate distribution for the users receiving the
base layer. Numerical results show that the proposed solution
improves the high definition probability.
The main drawback of these solutions is the fact that the
scalable compression cannot adapt to different codecs.
C. Transcoding-based Solutions
Transcoding-based Solutions provide immediate response
to the end-users’ current fluctuating network conditions by
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Fig. 7: SVC in Heterogeneous Environment Example
encoding the video stream on-the-fly.
Fig. 8: Transcoding-based Transmission Model
One of the first transcoding-based solutions for multimedia
delivery was proposed by Yeadon et al. in [66]. The authors
propose the use of filters deployed in the distribution network.
The solution considers a multicast delivery environment that
makes use of filters to match the quality level required by the
clients. Even though the filtering approach seems promising it
requires significant processing time.
Takaoka et al. [67] propose the use of a MPEG video
transcoder located at the server side to dynamically adjust the
video stream over the network as illustrated in Fig. 8. The
dynamic rate control scheme adjusts the target birate for the
transcoder RTr based on the predicted channel bandwidth RN .
The authors predict the channel bandwidth by using the data-
processing speed information of the transcoder, such that fast
data-processing speed means high throughput whereas slow
data-processing speed means low throughput. This information
is then used to adjust the target bitrate of the video content
accordingly. The authors argue the effectiveness of their mech-
anism through simulations.
Prangl et al. [68] propose a server-side adaptation technique
for TCP-based media delivery. The authors introduce an
adaptation engine that enables on-the-fly content adaptation
through transcoding. The adaptation of the video stream is
done based on the measured TCP throughput at the server
side. The authors argue that the proposed technique leads to
smooth playback at the client side. However, no perceptual
tests were carried out.
Vijaykumar et al. in [69] propose the use of a cross-
layer framework, implemented at the AP, for adaptive video
streaming over an IEEE 802.11 infrastructure mode network.
The framework uses the retransmission information from
the data-link layer to estimate the channel conditions. This
information is then used at the application layer in order
to vary the transcoding rate of the video content based on
the channel conditions. The authors argue that the proposed
mechanism can reach more than 2% decrease in packet loss
when compared to a non-cross-layer solution.
Hiromoto et al. [70] propose a server-side dynamic rate
control for TCP-based media streaming over high-speed mo-
bile networks. The authors make use of a transcoder at the
server-side which is controlled by a rate control algorithm.
The rate control algorithm determinates the target bitrate of
the video content based on the transcode delay. The transcode
delay is determined as the difference between the current time
and the time stamp of the current transcoding frame. The
authors argue that by using the transcode delay, the mechanism
can achieve high-quality smooth streaming under unstable
networks. However, no subjective nor objective video quality
assessment is provided.
Wang et al. [71] propose an adaptive rate control strategy
suitable for video transcoding from MPEG-2 to H.264. The
proposed solution dynamically adjusts the target bitrate of the
transcoded video content according to the output bandwidth
fluctuations. The authors argue that the mechanism can be
used for video transcoding from MPEG-1. MPEG-2, MPEG-
4, H.263 to H.264.
A study on adaptive video streaming through transcoding is
carried out by Medagama et al. in [72]. The authors investigate
the variation of the transcoding parameters (e.g., quantization
factor, frame rate, data rate) with respect to low bandwidth net-
work in order to achieve an optimum quality. The assessment
of the video quality is done through objective measurements.
The authors argue that transcoding can be useful in low
bandwidth situations to efficiently use the available resources,
but the video quality is affected.
Chattopadhyay et al. in [73] propose an adaptive rate
control for H.264 UDP-based video conferencing over wireless
networks based on bandwidth estimation. The proposed system
architecture is divided into three layers such as: application
layer, middleware framework, and processing layer. The adap-
tation mechanism consists of two stages: the first adaptation is
done in the audio and video codec and the second one is done
in the packetization and transmission interval of the data. The
bandwidth is estimated based on the time difference of RTT
for the probe packets, and used afterwards in the video rate
control, audio rate control, and the transmission rate control.
In order to assess the performance of the proposed mechanism
the solution was compared to H.264 reference code in terms of
PSNR. The authors argue that the proposed solution achieves
better performance in terms of speed and bit fluctuation.
Essaili et al. [74] introduce the concept of Multiple Descrip-
tion Video Transcoding (MDVT) which adapts the video trans-
mission to a heterogeneous environment where path diversity
exists. The idea is to take a single description encoded video
and convert it into two or more descriptions at an intermediate
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Fig. 9: Transcoding in Heterogeneous Environment Example
node within the network as illustrated in Fig. 9. The authors
introduce a fast greedy method for real-time low complexity
multiple description video transcoding.
In [75] the authors propose a distributed framework con-
sisting of bitcodin for live transcoding and streaming-as-a-
service platform and bitdash, an adaptive client. Bitcodin is
deployed on a standard cloud that takes as input the live
source and outputs multiple representations based on the
MPEG-DASH standard. The framework enables high-quality
streaming to heterogeneous clients using bitdash, a DASH
client implementation. The performance evaluation results
show that the proposed framework provides instant playback
for live services with low start-up delay and avoids video
stalling under dynamic network conditions. A cloud-based
online video transcoding (COVT) system was also proposed
by Wei et al. [76]. COVT aims to minimize the amount of
CPU resources given specific QoS constrains, such as system
delay and targeted chunk size. This is done by making use
of profiling techniques for resource prediction and scheduling
and queuing theory for modeling the cloud-based transcoding
system. Experimental results are used to validate the proposed
system.
The main advantage of on-the-fly transcoding is the imme-
diate response time and the very fine granularity. However,
due to the heterogeneity of the environment (e.g., different
mobile devices, various networks and user preferences) this
approach requires computing overhead being very computa-
tionally intensive relative to the other solutions. This makes
it difficult to provide support for a large number of clients
without adding a computational cost on the server. Moreover,
for cloud-based online transcoding solutions a reliable and
efficient resource reservation scheme is needed to enable the
best trade-off between resource cost and QoS.
D. Bitrate Switching Solutions
Bitrate Switching solutions are the most common as they
are easy to implement and they are also cost effective. Most
of the commercial solutions are based on the bitrate switching
technique. The common idea behind these solutions is that
the server stores several versions of the same video stream
encoded at different quality levels. In this case, the quality
adaptation algorithm is the key component that decides when
and to which quality level to switch to. Usually the network
conditions are monitored and when changes in the available
bandwidth occur the adaptation algorithm is triggered. How-
ever, one important aspect to be considered is the quality
perceived by the end-user.
Muntean et al [77] propose a Quality-Oriented Adaptation
Scheme referred to as QOAS, which provides good results
when streaming over wireless networks. The proposed ar-
chitecture is distributed and consists of a server side and a
client side as illustrated in Fig. 10. At the client side the
estimated end-user perceived quality (e.g., PSNR) is monitored
and feedback is sent to the server. The server stores multiple
quality levels of the same video stream and when receives
feedback from the client it adjusts the quality level accordantly.
Perceptual and simulation tests validate the effectiveness of
the proposed solutions when compared to a non-adaptive
mechanism.
Even though integrating PSNR in the adaptation mechanism
seems to provide good results, it does not fully reflect the
impact of the quality levels transition from one level to the
other on the user perceived quality. This is because PSNR is
an objective metric and considers only the spatial quality.
Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) is a com-
mon method used to change between quality levels. However,
the multiplicative decrease provides a sharp degradation on the
quality level which has a great impact on users’ QoE [90].
Aiming at improving the QoE for the DASH system, Mok
et al. [78] propose QDASH. QDASH integrates a probing
methodology to detect changes in the network conditions and
to measure the available bandwidth. The most suitable quality
level is then selected. Moreover, subjective tests were carried
out to understand the user perceived quality between the bit-
stream switching. The authors make use of the video buffer
and intermediate quality levels and propose a QoE-aware
adaptive algorithm integrated into QDASH. The use of video
buffer helps mitigating the short-term network fluctuations.
Whereas inserting intermediate quality levels proves to provide
better QoE than switching to the target level immediately.
However, the overall performance of the QDASH system was
not evaluated.
Mukhtar et al. in [79] propose an adaptive scheme for
multimedia transmission over wireless channels, combining
several techniques such as: adaptive modulation, adaptive
channel coding, adaptive playback, and bit stream switching in
order to ensure an uninterrupted video playback. The authors
employ a distributed architecture with feedback loop. When
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Fig. 10: Bitrate Switching Adaptation Mechanism
the server receives feedback from the client, the bit-stream
switching module along with adaptive modulation module
and adaptive channel coding module adapt the video stream
according to the channel conditions and the client buffer
occupancy. At the client side, an adaptive playback module
is integrated. The performance evaluation results show that by
combining the adaptive playback with the bit-stream switching
mechanism, the client buffer starvation is eliminated. This im-
plies degradation in the video quality but uninterrupted video
playback. However, there is no comparison with other state-of-
the-art solutions provided neither subjective tests carried out
to see the impact on the users’ QoE.
Schierl et al. [80] propose a 3GPP compliant adaptive
streaming system which makes use of the client feedback
information included in the Packet-switched Streaming Service
(PSS) specified in the 3GPP standard. Based on the feedback
received from the client, the transmission characteristics and
the client buffer status are determined. The streaming server
combines the bit-stream switching and the temporal scalability
in order to switch between H.264 bit-streams characterized
by the same encoding parameters but different quantization
parameter. By adapting to the optimal data rate the proposed
system avoids client buffer starvation and packet loss. How-
ever, the authors do not look into the impact on user perceived
quality.
Qiu et al. in [81] propose an HTTP-based adaptive
video streaming mechanism referred to as Intelligent Bitrate
Switching-based Adaptive Video Streaming (ISAVS). The
proposed solution makes use of the real-time and historical
information about the available network bandwidth in order
to select the proper quality level of the video content. The
authors propose an optimization algorithm for choosing the
best video quality level and show the advantages of their
proposed solution in comparison to the IIS Smooth Streaming
strategy in terms of total video freeze time, number of video
freezing periods, and PSNR.
An Adaptation and Buffer Management Algorithm (ABMA)
was proposed by Wisniewski et al. [82]. ABMA makes use of
the estimated probability of the video re-buffering to perform
the bit-stream switching. The probability is calculated using
the measured segment download time characteristics. ABMA
overcomes the short-term bandwidth variations by adjusting
the client buffer size whereas the long term bandwidth fluc-
tuations are handled by switching the video quality. The
effectiveness of ABMA was demonstrated through simulation
and prototype experiments. An improved version of ABMA
is presented in [83] which reduces the computational cost
and allows its implementation on medium computing devices.
The performance evaluation results show the effectiveness
of ABMA when compared to other state-of-the-art solutions.
However, the impact on user perceived quality was not con-
sidered.
The use of video player buffer within the adaptation algo-
rithm was also proposed in [84], along with dropped of excess
video frames per second, and available bandwidth. The per-
formance of the proposed HTTP-based rate adaptive algorithm
was evaluated under a real time dynamic Internet environment.
The authors argue that the proposed solution maximizes user’s
QoE by avoiding video stalling during playback and enables
efficient bandwidth utilization. However, neither subjective nor
objective video quality assessment was carried out.
Zou et al. [85] propose a new approach by taking into
consideration the type of end-user device when adapting the
multimedia stream. The authors propose DOAS, a device-
oriented adaptive multimedia solution for LTE networks.
DOAS works jointly with the LTE scheduling algorithm to
increase the efficiency of network resources and makes use
of end-user device classification to improve the users’ QoE.
Simulation results validate the advantages of DOAS. However,
no subjective tests were carried out.
Apart from the single network delivery, the bit-rate switch-
ing technique can be adapted to a multiple wireless net-
works environment. In this context, Go et al. [86] proposed
an energy-efficient HTTP adaptive streaming algorithm with
networking cost constraints where the video data is segmented
and scheduled across the multiple networks. However, the
proposed adaptation mechanism selects the same video bitrate
for all the segments in a request segment block. The proposed
solution was implemented based on the MPEG-DASH stan-
dard and tested under an experimental environment consisting
of two wireless access networks (e.g., WLAN and LTE) as
illustrated in Fig. 11.
Similarly Evensen et al. [87] proposed DAVVI for mul-
tilink support over heterogeneous environments. DAVVI is
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Fig. 11: Multiple Wireless Networks Testing Environment
an HTTP-based streaming system where the videos are en-
coded in multiple qualities and each video is divided into
segments. Whenever a segment is requested, the quality can
be adapted to the network conditions. Moreover, by using
dynamic subsegment sizes calculated on the fly based on the
links’ performance an ideal amount of data can be allocated
to each link.
The bitrate switching method is the most simple to im-
plement and the most efficient in terms of the processing
complexity. However, the main drawback is the latency in-
troduced in the response time. This latency appears because
of the switching between different quality levels that has to
be done at selected key frame locations. Moreover, in case
of using multiple access networks for simultaneous transmis-
sion, reliable network monitoring and resource scheduling is
required to avoid out-of-order packet delivery. This may cause
buffer underflow and throughput degradation which negatively
impacts the users’ QoE.
E. Discussions
In the current heterogeneous wireless network environment,
QoE provisioning became a challenge for the network opera-
tors and innovative solutions are required. Among the various
proposed solutions for enabling QoE levels for multimedia
applications, the adaptive mechanisms that dynamically adjust
the video quality level based on the underlying network
conditions have been highly promising. Considering the het-
erogeneous environment, the adaptive video content could be
delivered over a single path by selecting the best value network
from the pool of available networks or using multiple networks
for multipath delivery as illustrated in Fig. 12. Apart from
the underlying network conditions, the user preferences (e.g.,
quality, cost, energy) and device characteristics (e.g. CPU,
display, battery) play an important role in QoE provisioning.
As it has been seen previously, there are a number of works
offering different strategies for adaptation of the multimedia
streaming. We summarized these approaches into four wide
categories: (1) network-protocol based adaptive solutions; (2)
scalable video coding solutions (3) transcoding-based solu-
tions and (4) bitrate-switching solutions.
The approaches in the first category make use of the trans-
port protocol and the congestion control mechanism to adjust
the sending rate based on various network-related parameters
(e.g., loss rate, delay, round trip time, etc.). Even though these
solutions achieve good performance in terms of QoS, their
Fig. 12: Adaptive Multimedia Delivery over Heterogeneous
Environment
main disadvantage is that they are not aware of the end-user
perceived quality when performing the adaptation. The other
three categories are mainly concerned with the representation
and the coding of the video content. The scalable video
coding solutions avoid the re-coding of the video content
by using scalable compression formats where the encoded
video exposes multiple quality layers with the higher layers
depending on the lower layers. The adaptation is done in
bitrate, frame rate, and resolution, by dropping selected parts
of the scalable video content. However, one of the draw-
backs is that scalable compression cannot adapt to different
codecs. Another adaptive multimedia approach that involves
non-scalable single-layer bitstreams is on-the-fly transcoding
that includes live encoding of the video content based on
the network conditions. Even though, this solution sounds
promising as it offers immediate response time and very
fine granularity, it requires excessive computational resources
making it hard to scale. The fourth category involves precoding
of the media content at different quality levels and stored at the
server side. This is the most simple and cost-effective method
that is widely adopted in the industry as well (e.g., Microsoft
Smooth Streaming, Adobe OSMF, Netflix, Move Networks,
Hulu, Vudu, Youtube etc.). However, the main drawback of
these solutions is the latency of switching between different
quality levels which has to be done at selected key frame
locations.
From the OSI network protocol stack point of view a
number of new protocols have been developed over the last
years at different layers in the stack especially for multimedia
applications:
• At the physical layer methods have been developed to
help the data link layer to estimate the channel conditions
and adjust the modulation and coding strategies [91].
• At the data link layer several strategies were defined to
provide error control and frame scheduling [92].
• At the transport layer several methods were defined
to provide network condition information in terms of
available bandwidth, packet loss rate, and delay. Protocols
such as RTP/RTCP can record, calculate and return
network condition information. [19], [20], [93].
• At the application layer mechanisms which provide
network-adaptive video coding were defined. Some of
the existing technologies, where much research has been
devoted to, are: Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [94], [95],
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[96]; Multiple Description Coding [97], [98], [99]; and
joint source-channel coding [100].
Some of the existing adaptive solutions provide good results
in wired networks, for example LDA+ described in [43] adapts
very well in highly loaded networks. TFRC proposed in [39]
prevents data starvation and limits the aggressiveness with
competing adaptive traffic opposed to LDA+ which acts ag-
gressive. In order to provide better QoS support for multimedia
streaming, Zhu et al. in [101] extended the TFRC mechanism
and proposed TFRCC (TCP Friendly Rate Control with Com-
pensation) which also provides good network fairness. All
these solutions [43], [39], [101] and others [42], [44], [45],
[46], [54], [61], [102], they all present good results in wired
networks but they are not suitable when it comes to wireless
networks.
To overcome this problem and also with the popularity of
wireless networks new solutions were proposed [47], [48],
[49], [50], [98], [79], [103], [104]. All these solutions are
trying to differentiate between congestion-based losses and
random losses due to the variation of the wireless channel
in order to achieve a higher throughput and a higher user
perceived quality level. Moreover, the dynamic ultra-dense
heterogeneous networks deployment enables the delivery of
video over multiple wireless networks simultaneously [52],
[53]. Even though this approach sounds promising, due to the
different characteristics of the wireless networks, the packets
might reach the receiver out of order causing buffer underflow
and throughput degradation. Thus, additional packet schedul-
ing and efficient resource estimation mechanisms might be
required.
Apart from these layered protocol architectures the concept
of cross-layer design appeared, that aims to increase the
effectiveness and the efficiency of the system as a whole by
increasing the level of cooperation and communication among
various network elements. In the cross-layer design, higher
layers share the knowledge of lower layer conditions in order
to improve the performance of the entire system. Recently
there have been various cross-layer design proposals in the
literature which are focusing on multimedia transmission [50],
[51], [59], [60], [61], [105], [106], [107], [108]. In [105] a
classification of the cross-layer solution is proposed, the need
of a cross-layer optimization is examined and the authors
proposed a joined APP, MAC and PHY layer solution. In
[59] the authors proposed a joined APP and MAC adapta-
tion scheme for MPEG-4 transmission. The authors in [109]
addressed the issue of cross-layer design in wireless networks.
Because of the numerous numbers of parameters involved
in the whole adaptation process, the cross-layer adaptation
can be a challenging process. It has been seen that the
participation of the PHY and MAC layer is very important
especially when it comes to wireless networks [110], [111],
[112]. Some of the existing solutions make use also of the
APP layer [59], [105]. Although the cross-layer approaches
seem to be a good solution they exhibit different drawbacks
for wireless multimedia networks in terms of complexity,
limitations, used protocols, algorithms at various layers, and
application requirements. Moreover, some of the cross-layer
designs require implementation of new interfaces between
layers, merging of two or more adjacent layers, coupling two
or more layers, etc.
However, nowadays the leading approach for adaptive con-
tent delivery is the bitstream-switching technique. An experi-
mental evaluation of three commercial adaptive HTTP stream-
ing players (e.g., Microsoft Smooth Streaming, Netflix player,
Adobe OSMF) is presented in [113]. The Microsoft Smooth
Streaming is effective under unrestricted and persistent avail-
able bandwidth fluctuations. It is able to adapt fast to the
highest sustainable bitrate and accumulates a large playback
buffer as well. However, it reacts too slow to the short-term
bandwidth fluctuations and for too long causing unnecessary
adaptation to a low quality level. The Netflix player shares the
same shortcomings, however is more aggressive and aims to
provide the highest possible video quality. Whereas, the Adobe
OSMF player fails most of the times to adapt to an appropriate
bitrate even when the available bandwidth has stabilized. The
authors argue that the interaction between the rate-adaptation
logic located at the application layer and the TCP congestion
control at the transport layer remains a challenge for adaptive
smooth streaming provisioning.
Famaey et al. [114] compare a SVC-based HTTP Adaptive
Streaming (HAS) solution to an Advanced Video Codec (AVC)
based HAS solution. The results show that AVC performs
better under high latencies and SVC adapts easier to short-term
bandwidth fluctuations when using a small buffer. Moreover,
when considering a multiple clients scenario the authors argue
the unfairness of both approaches, as they cannot balance the
quality among the clients. However, for mobility scenarios
within a heterogeneous wireless environment, with combined
seamless handover and rate adaptation, SVC can maintain
a better QoE for video streaming when compared to AVC
[115]. An analysis comparing AVC to SVC in terms of end-
to-end service delivery costs including the content storage cost,
bandwidth cost, and the server computing cost is provided by
Kalva et al. [116]. The authors conclude that the dominating
factor is the bandwidth cost, whereas the storage cost becomes
an issue only if there is a very small number of active sessions.
Thus, even though the storage cost for SVC is lower than AVC,
the total costs are lower for AVC.
Another promising solution for optimizing the Quality of
Experience of the mobile user is the integration of rein-
forcement learning algorithms into the multimedia adaptation
process [117], [118], [119], [120]. The works in [117] and
[118] make use of Q-Learning approaches to design a HAS
client. Based on the current network conditions, the HAS
client dynamically learns the optimal behaviour to optimize the
users’ QoE. Similarly, Chiariotti et al. [119] design a DASH
controller that uses reinforcement learning techniques to learn
the temporal evolution of the system. Moreover, the Markov
Decision Process optimization is used for the optimal selection
of the representation which maximizes the long term reward.
A more recent work that provides a good review of existing
reinforcement learning approaches for video adaptation is
presented by Gadaleta et al. in [120]. The authors, propose a
D-DASH framework that combines the use of Deep Learning
and Reinforcement Learning techniques to enable the QoE
optimization at the end-user.
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Fig. 13: Power Consumption Components for HTC Nexus
One
Thus, in order to enable high Quality of Experience at the
mobile user side the following aspects need to be addressed:
avoiding re-buffering events and playback interruptions, min-
imizing the start-up delay and maximizing the video quality
level, finding a trade-off between the stream switching fre-
quency and the storage costs at the servers [121].
VI. ENERGY-EFFICIENT CONTENT DELIVERY SOLUTIONS
Another important factor encapsulated into defining QoE
at the end-user side is the energy consumption of the mobile
device. It is known that video-based applications are the most
power hungry of all applications putting significant pressure
on the energy consumption of the mobile device. In order
to avoid mobile users running out of battery while enjoying
a video session, which might negatively impact their QoE,
mechanisms and solutions need to be put in place to conserve
the energy of their devices while maintaining acceptable QoE.
Adaptive multimedia solutions could help with conserving
the battery of the mobile device by adjusting the quality
level of the multimedia stream to a lower quality level. This
means that less data is received by the mobile device leading
to energy conservation. However, a trade-off needs to be
maintained between the end-user perceived quality and the
energy savings. To this extent, other energy-aware solutions
could be implemented to work along with the multimedia
adaptation techniques.
Various studies were performed trying to understand how
the energy is consumed and to determine an energy con-
sumption pattern of different mobile devices. Researchers
investigated the energy consumption in various conditions
(e.g., different radio access technologies, time, device motion,
etc.) trying to identify the main parameters that contribute
to the energy consumption. Different solutions are trying to
conserve the energy by: adaptive video streaming, decod-
ing, reception, display (brightness compensation), transmission
modes (ON/OFF), or interface switching (handover/network
selection), etc. Consequently the exiting energy efficient solu-
tions were categorized in five wide categories: (1) surveys and
studies on energy consumption, (2) energy efficient network
selection, (3) operation modes-based energy efficiency, (4)
cross layer solutions for energy conservation, and (5) energy
efficient multimedia processing and delivery.
A. Surveys and Studies on Energy Consumption
Zhang et al. [122] present a survey on the major advances
in power-aware multimedia. The main focus of the survey is
on video coding and video delivery. The authors identify the
main challenges that come when designing energy efficient
mobile multimedia communication devices, as: (1) real-time
multimedia is delay-sensitive and bandwidth-intense making
it also the most power consuming application, (2) the radio
frequency environment is changing dynamically over time and
space, (3) the diversity of mobile devices and their capabilities,
(4) the video quality does not present a linear increase with
the increase in complexity, and (5) the battery discharge
behavior is nonlinear. The authors conclude that due to the
dynamics involved, enabling power-aware mobile multimedia
is extremely challenging. Many trade-offs are involved in the
process, for example using high compression techniques to
reduce the amount of data to be transmitted and therefore
the energy involved in data delivery, but higher compression
involves higher computation both at the client and the server,
and therefore increased battery usage.
Kennedy et al. [123] provide a comprehensive study into
the energy consumption across different functionalities and
computations of a smart phone (e.g., HTC Nexus One). Figure
13 [124] illustrates the maximum and minimum power con-
sumption over four main components of the Android mobile
devices: screen, CPU, audio and network interface. In the case
of multimedia transmission, the authors identify three major
components to be the most significant energy consumers, such
as the display screen, CPU and the network interface. The
authors argue that while performing multimedia streaming, the
display screen consumes eight times more power, CPU sixteen
times more and the wireless network interface five times more
than the no video streaming case.
A study on the energy consumption of YouTube in mobile
devices was carried out by Xiao et al. [125]. The authors
measured the energy consumption of a Nokia S60 mobile
phone for three different use cases (e.g., progressive download,
download-and-play, and local playback) and for two access
network technologies (e.g., WCDMA and WLAN). Even
though the results show that the WCDMA network consumes
more energy than WLAN, they do not consider the impact of
fluctuating network bandwidth nor the quality of the video.
Vallina-Rodriguez et al. [126] perform a study on collecting
usage data of 18 Android OS users during a 2 weeks period
(Feb. 2010) in order to understand the resource management
and battery consumption pattern. The information collected
from the mobile devices covers a wide range of parameters,
more than 20 (e.g., CPU load, battery level, network type,
network traffic, GPS status, etc.) being updated at every
10 seconds. The study shows the importance of contextual
information when designing energy efficient algorithms. For
example, by identifying where and when some resources are
in high demand (50% of their time the users were subscribed
to their top three most common base stations) a more energy
efficient resource management can be proposed that uses this
information.
Considering the heterogeneity of mobile devices (e.g.,
screen resolution, battery life, hardware performance) Zou et
al. [127] proposes a mobile devices classification based on the
characteristics of 4914 devices, as listed in Table VIII. For
each device class, the authors make use of the utility theory
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TABLE VIII: Mobile Devices Classification [127]
Device Classes Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5
Resolution Ranges ≤ 1024× 768 (1024× 768, 800× 600] (800× 600, 480× 360] (480× 360, 320× 240] < 320× 240
Device Models Samsung Galaxy S3 Samsung Galaxy S4 mini Samsung Galaxy S2 Vodafone Smart Mini Vodafone 858 Smart
Model Images
Operating System Android 4.2.2 Android 4.2.2 Android 4.1.2 Android 4.1.1 Android 4.0.4
Screen Types Super AMOLED Super AMOLED Super AMOLED TFT TFT
Resolution 720× 1280 540× 960 480× 800 320× 480 240× 320
Battery Capacity 2100 mAh 1900 mAh 1650 mAh 1400 mAh 1200 mAh
Battery Voltage 3.8 V 3.8 V 3.7 V 3.7 V 3.7 V
VLC Player 0.2.0-git 0.1.4 0.1.4 0.1.4 0.2.0-it
to model the energy consumption based on real data collected
from both crowd-sourcing-based subjective tests and real test-
bed energy measurements. Moreover, a solution that optimizes
the trade-off between QoE and energy-saving models for
different device classes is proposed. The authors argue that
the mobile device heterogeneity impacts severely the end-user
QoE.
A comprehensive study on the impact of the Wi-Fi network-
related parameters (e.g., network load and signal quality level)
on the power consumption of an Android mobile device
in the context of video delivery is presented in [128]. The
results show that a great amount of energy can be conserved
just by employing video adaptation. Moreover, the network
load and the signal quality level have a combined significant
impact on the energy consumption while using TCP for video
delivery seems to be more energy efficient than UDP. Another
important factor that impacts the energy consumption is the
location of the contending traffic. The bad location of some
mobile users (e.g., near the cell border) could heavily penalize
the users located near the AP in terms of poor user perceived
quality of the multimedia stream [129]. The experimental
results also show that the WLAN interface consumes less
energy over the cellular interface.
A different approach is offered by Correia et al. [130]
who address the problem of energy efficiency for mobile
cellular networks (e.g., WCDMA/HSPA, LTE). The authors
look at the energy efficiency of the entire system on three
levels: (1) component level looking at the efficiency of the
power amplifier; (2) link level looking at the discontinuous
or continuous transmission modes of the base stations; and
(3) network level looking at the deployment paradigm of
the cellular networks. The authors conclude that a potential
for energy consumption reduction at the network level would
be by taking into account daily load patterns as well as the
network architecture type (e.g., multi-hop transmission, ad-hoc
meshed networks, etc.).
B. Energy Efficient Network Selection Solutions
By roaming through a heterogeneous wireless environment a
mobile user has a choice of different radio access technologies
to connect to. However, choosing the best value network that
finds the optimal trade-off between various user preferences
and underlying network conditions represents a challenge.
For example, the context information (time, history, network
conditions, device motion) is used in [131] by Rahmati et al.
to estimate current and future network conditions and auto-
matically select the most energy efficient network (802.11b
or GSM/EDGE). The authors collect usage information from
14 users (HTC Wizard Pocket PC, HTC Tornado, and HP
iPAQ hw6925 phones) during a 6 months period (Sept. 2006
Feb. 2007). The authors argue that by using the context-based
interface selection mechanism the average battery lifetime of
the mobile device can reach 35% increase comparing with the
case of using the cellular interface only.
Selecting the most energy efficient network to prolong the
lifetime of the mobile device was addressed in [132], [133],
[134], [135], [136] as well. Petander et al. [132] propose
the use of traffic estimation of an Android mobile device in
order to select between UMTS/HSDPA and WLAN. The traffic
estimation is done by the Home Agent of the Mobile IPv6
protocol and sent to the mobile device which will take the
handover decision based on the estimate. The results show
that the energy consumption for data transfer over UMTS
can be up to three hundred times higher than over WLAN.
The authors in [133] propose a network selection algorithm
based on AHP and GRA which selects the best network
between CDMA, WiBro, and WLAN. The authors consider
a wide range of parameters: QoS (e.g., bandwidth, delay,
jitter, and BER), the monetary cost, the lifetime (transmission
power, receiver power, and idle power) and user preferences.
In [135] Liu et al. use a SAW function of available bandwidth,
monetary cost, and power consumption to select between Wi-
Fi, WiMAX, and 3G. Whereas in [134]the authors make use
of TOPSIS to solve the multi criteria (available bandwidth,
RSS, velocity, load rate, and power consumption) problem
and select between 802.11a, 802.11b, and UMTS networks.
Trestian et al. [136] propose an enhanced power-friendly
access network selection solution, E-PoFANS for multimedia
delivery over heterogeneous wireless networks. E-PoFANS
maintains an acceptable user perceived quality by selecting
the network that offers the best energy-quality trade-off. The
authors argue that E-PoFANS can achieve up to 30% energy
savings with insignificant degradation in video quality when
compared to other state-of-the-art energy efficient network
selection solution.
Recently, there has been much interest in using Visible
Light Communication (VLC) as a possible solution for 5G
integration [137]. Studies have shown that VLC offers higher
data rates and lower energy consumption, high security, no
radio frequency (RF) interference while making use of free
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spectrum when compared to the conventional wireless access
systems [138]. Despite these advantages the main drawbacks
of VLC are poor performance for non-line-of-sight scenarios,
small confined limited coverage and poor uplink performance.
However, these limitations could be compensated by the
integration with the RF technologies, which in turn offer
extended coverage at lower throughput. Thus, because of their
complementary nature many researchers have investigated the
use of hybrid VLC/RF environments [139], [140], [141]. The
energy efficiency has been studied by Kashef et al. [139] where
the authors investigated the benefits of integrating VLC with
RF-based networks and formulated the power and bandwidth
allocation problems for energy efficiency maximization within
the hybrid environment. The advantages of using a hybrid
VLC/RF deployment to improve the system’s overall rate
performance have also been investigated by Basnayaka et
al. [140]. The proposed mechanism connects all the users
to the VLC network first and then migrates the ones with
low achievable data rates to the RF system. Similarly, a
two-stage Access Point Selection (APS) method for hybrid
VLC/RF networks has been proposed in [141]. However, this
method determines the users to be connected to the RF system
first, assigning the remaining users to the VLC network and
improving the overall network performance.
C. Operation Modes-based Energy Efficiency Solutions
By making use of the operation modes of the mobile devices
(e.g., sleep, idle, active, etc.) could help at increasing the
energy savings especially within a heterogeneous wireless
environment.
A power management method for next-generation wireless
networks with a focus on operation modes is presented by
Kim et al. [142]. The authors provide a technical overview
of power management in IEEE 802.16m and 3GPP LTE.
IEEE 802.16m provides advanced power saving mechanisms
based on enhanced versions of legacy IEEE 802.16 sleep and
idle modes. Whereas, LTE adopts a Discontinuous Reception
(DRX) mechanism for power saving. The authors conclude
that alternating available and unavailable intervals can provide
an efficient and basic power saving method. However, by doing
this, extra power consumption will be spent on activating
and deactivating components, so the number of mode changes
needs to be kept low.
In [143], Lauridsen et al. investigate the use of combined
operations of microsleep, Discontinuous Reception and Trans-
mission, and a wake-up receiver to enhance the battery life of
5G mobile devices. The frame structure for 5G as illustrated
in Fig. 14, provides a scheduling grant for uplink or downlink
traffic one frame ahead of the data. In this way, the user will
know in advance if it is scheduled for the following frame or
not. In case it is not scheduled, it can enter a low-power mode,
referred to as microsleep. Depending on the traffic type and
user requirements, the authors estimate 20-90% longer battery
life compared to LTE.
A simple ON-OFF scheme [144] can be used to save energy
during video streaming. Initially the server pushes as much
data as possible to the client who will turn the wireless
interface off while playing the video. The wireless interface is
Fig. 14: Receiving Data in 5G
turned on again when the video buffer is almost empty. Even
though this scheme is fairly simple, it is not optimal as it
cannot adapt to the wireless access technology, user behaviour
and preferences [145]. To maximise client satisfaction, an
optimal start-up threshold could be used and the trade-off
between the users’ impatience and the probability of buffer
starvation could be addressed [146]. For example, a user could
decide to skip or quit while watching a video before the
video reached its end which may lead to lots of energy and
bandwidth wastage. To overcome this, [147] Hu et al. classify
the video streaming into two modes, such as stable mode when
the user is watching the video for a long time and unstable
mode when the user tends to skip through the video. The
authors propose an optimized ON-OFF scheme to be used
for the stable mode and a modified bitrate streaming scheme
for the unstable mode. The authors argue that the ON-OFF
scheme reduces energy and bandwidth wastage whereas the
modified bitrate streaming reduces the delay.
Lee et al. [148] propose a Content-Aware Streaming System
(CASS) that aims at improving the energy efficiency in Mobile
IPTV services. CASS uses information from the network and
makes use of the Scalable Video Coding scheme in order to
reduce the transmission of unnecessary bitstreams. To further
increase the energy efficiency, CASS reduces the operating
time of the client wireless NIC by switching it ON/OFF based
on the client buffer.
Perrucci et al. [149] investigate the energy consumption of
a Nokia N95 while performing VoIP. The authors propose the
use of a lower energy consumption interface (e.g., GSM) as
a signalling channel to wake up the WLAN interface and run
the VoIP service. The authors argue that by using the wake-up
signals the energy consumption can be reduced significantly
in a VoIP scenario. The use of sleep and wake-up schedules is
used by Namboodiri et al. [150] for energy saving during VoIP
calls. The authors propose a GreenCall algorithm that keeps
the WLAN interface of a laptop in sleep mode for significant
periods during the VoIP calls. The maximum delay that a user
can tolerate during a call is used to compute the sleep periods.
Saha et al. [151] conducted a detailed experimental study
to investigate the power consumption in various states of
the IEEE 802.11n/ac wireless interface and the trade-off
between the throughput and power consumption in modern
smartphones, such as Google Nexus S, Samsung Galaxy S3,
Samsung Galaxy S4, and Samsung Galaxy S5. By studying
the impact of different characteristics of 802.11n/ac on power
consumption the authors conclude that the most power efficient
option is to increase the modulation and coding schemes
(MCS) and the least power efficient is to increase the channel
width. Moreover, the authors argue that the more recent
smartphone models are not necessarily more power efficient.
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D. Cross Layer Solutions for Energy Conservation
Another efficient approach to reduce the energy consump-
tion for multimedia transmission over wireless networks is the
use of cross layer solutions combining the underlying network
characteristics with video-based and device related parameters.
Li et al. in [152] propose joint optimization of video coder
parameters, channel coder, and transmit power in order to
minimize the power consumption in video transmission. Their
results indicate that when transmitting over a slow fading
wireless channel, the solution is very efficient and effective in
terms of energy-efficiency. The consideration of more realistic
channel models is part of their future work.
The authors in [153] propose a power savings cross layer
solution for an adaptive multimedia delivery mechanism based
on remaining battery level, remaining video stream duration,
and packet loss rate level. The mechanism decides whether or
not to adapt the multimedia stream in order to achieve power
saving while maintaining good user perceived quality levels.
Song et al. [154] propose a novel cross-layer quality-
oriented energy-efficient scheme for multimedia delivery ap-
plications, referred to as Q-PASTE. Q-PASTE operates near
the user and shares information between the application and
MAC layers for wise wireless network interface card schedul-
ing to provide maximum energy efficiency and high QoS.
Another cross-layer optimization framework to improve
the energy efficiency as well as the QoE within wireless
multimedia broadcast networks is proposed in [155]. The
authors consider the varying display types and energy con-
straints of the multimedia broadcast receives and propose a
framework that combines the user composition-aware source
coding rate (SVC) optimization, optimum time slicing for layer
coded transmission, and a cross-layer adaptive modulation
and coding scheme (MCS) for joint optimisation of QoE and
energy efficiency. The authors argue that by using time slicing
along with user heterogeneity and channel aware MCS energy
consumption is significantly reduced and QoE increased.
Lu et al. [156] propose QP-CEE, a QoE perceptive cross-
layer energy efficient scheme for video transmission on mobile
devices. The authors model the energy efficiency problem as a
joint optimization problem for QoE and energy consumption.
The chaos particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to
search for the optimal power level and video encoding rate.
Thus, by dynamically adjusting the transmitting power level,
modulation and coding scheme, and encoding bitrate of the
video stream the energy consumption is reduced and the
QoE is ensured. The authors validate the performance of the
proposed solution through Matlab simulations.
E. Energy Efficient Multimedia Processing and Delivery
Baker et al. [157] propose a power saving mechanism at the
decoding stage. The power-aware technique aims at reducing
the decoding computation required for H.264 streams by using
macro-block prioritization. This is done by allocating block
priority levels in each frame of the video content, and omitting
them, based on the allocated priority, at the decoder side. In
this way the low priority block will be ignored by the decoder
leading to decrease in computational workload.
Another technique that explores the energy saving in mul-
timedia streaming is brightness compensation [158], [159],
[160]. The authors in [158], [159] propose the use of a proxy
server that performs on-the-fly transcoding and dynamic adap-
tation of the video content (brightness compensation) based
on the feedback from the client. The proxy server will send
back the control information to the client middleware which
will change its system parameters (e.g., operating backlight
level) accordantly. In [160] the authors propose a similar
approach and model the problem as a dynamic backlight
scaling optimization in order to determine the appropriate
video content backlight level. The authors show that when the
energy consumption presents a monotonic increase with the
backlight level, their proposed algorithm is optimal in terms
of energy savings.
Yang et al. [161] proposed a contrast-aware backlight con-
trol framework that enhances the brightness of the image
displayed while dimming the brightness of the backlight of the
device screen.Experimental measurements on an Acer Liquid
S1 mobile device show that the proposed framework can
decrease by up to 10-40% of the backlight brightness with
8-25% power savings while maintaining a good visual display
quality.
Liu et al. [162] propose an energy efficient video streaming
system that combines SVC and backlight control. The authors
make use of a non-parametric signal prediction to forecast the
network conditions and adjust the SVC encoder parameters
accordingly. Moreover, to compensate for the image contrast
loss after reducing the backlight, a histogram equalization is
applied. The solution was implemented and tested under a
experimental test-bed and two HTC Desire S smartphones. The
results show that depending on the video content, (e.g., rela-
tively static video scenes) the proposed solution can achieve
energy saving ratios of up to 35%.
Varghese et al. [163] propose an eDASH player that makes
use of bitrate and video brightness adaptation to determine
the next chunk to download. Experimental measurements
were conducted to quantify the power consumption of video
streaming for a Samsung Galaxy S3. The authors argue that up
to 45% energy savings could be achieved without significant
impact on the end-user QoE.
Another solution that combines the use of adaptive coding
and backlight control was proposed by Leu at al. in [164]. The
authors use a network prediction scheme to predict the next
step’s network quality and adapt the video quality accordingly.
Experimental measurements were conducted on a HTC Desire
S smartphone and the authors concluded that the energy saving
ratio relies on the video content. The authors argue that the
energy savings are higher when the video scenes are relatively
stationary.
F. Discussions
Until recently, there were not many concerns about the
energy consumed by the Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) and their impact on the environment and
the main focus was on their performance and cost. However,
the advances in technologies and the increasing emissions of
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carbon dioxide (CO2) shifted the focus of ICT towards energy
efficient solutions. With the current trends, one can assume that
the carbon emissions and the amount of energy consumption
will continue to increase [165]. According to the SMART 2020
study [166], the CO2 emissions of ICT present a 6% increase
per year and it is expected to reach 12% of the worldwide
emissions by 2020.
The current heterogeneous wireless environment consists
of a dense deployment of different radio access technologies
that differ in protocols, coverage, capacity, delay, available
bandwidth which is essential to handle the current traffic
demands. In turn, this led to energy consumption increases
both at the network side and mobile client side representing
one of the main current challenges with remarkable attention
from both the industry and academia [167], [168], [169]. In
an attempt to handle the energy efficiency, the Greentouch
consortium [170] as well as major European projects like
EARTH [171] and Mobile VCE [172] focused their aim
on designing and implementing novel approaches for green
operation of wireless networks at the system level. However,
their attention was only on the optimization of homogeneous
wireless systems.
The interworking of the wireless heterogeneous networks
may increase the network capacity and performance and may
enable seamless mobility for mobile devices, but at the cost of
additional energy consumption especially at the mobile device
side. This represents an important issue as mobile devices
depend on their batteries lifetime limiting their running time.
While the processing power doubles almost every two years
according to the Moores law the progress in batteries did not
even double over the last decade [173]. Thus, the bottleneck of
the mobile and wireless systems is not only the transmission
rate, but the energy limitation of the mobile devices, especially
with the increase in rich multimedia-based services known to
be energy-hungry services [174].
Many studies [123], [124], [125], [126], [127], [128] have
tried to understand the energy consumption pattern of different
mobile devices under various conditions such as different
radio access technologies, dynamic network conditions, time,
mobility and applications and tried to model it mathematically.
In case of multimedia-based streaming applications more
energy will be consumed for de/encoding, data processing
and displaying making the display screen, CPU and network
interface the three major components to be the most significant
energy consumers within a mobile device [123]. Trying to find
a trade-off between the energy consumption and the quality
of the multimedia streaming services different solutions are
proposed at various points in the transmission chain, such
as: de/encoding, reception, display (brightness compensation),
transmission modes (ON/OFF), adaptive video transmission,
or interface switching (handover/network selection), etc.
In order to tackle the energy efficiency problem within a
heterogeneous wireless networks environment many energy-
centric solutions have been proposed with the main focus on
selecting the best-value network from a pool of available net-
works. However, apart from selecting the most energy efficient
network the next important step is the handover process, where
the mobile device is changing its point of attachment from
one network to another. The handover procedure enables the
mobile devices to dynamically associate with the most suitable
radio access network among the available ones.
Within a heterogeneous wireless environment the mobile
devices continuously seek channels to initiate either horizontal
or vertical handover. In this context, an important factor
in minimizing the energy consumption while still providing
essential QoS, is the design of energy-aware well-performed
vertical handover procedures. Moreover, the duration and
accuracy of a handover process is crucial for energy efficiency.
This is because, if a mobile device performs an improper
association to a new network it may end up consuming even
more energy than before until a proper association, if ever,
is performed. To this extent, a general accepted opinion is
that the Wi-Fi network interface is the least power consuming
interface, whereas LTE and WiMAX seem to present similar
power consumption for the same amount of throughput while
the 3G interface consumes less power than both LTE and
WiMAX [175].
However, when analysing the power consumption there are
many factors involved, such as: received signal strength, in-
terference, bit error rate, protocol, channel utilization, number
of connected stations, etc. In this regard, a comparison is
proposed in Table IX to summarize the features and amount of
energy savings of some of the proposed energy-centric vertical
handover solutions from the literature. A more comprehensive
survey on energy-efficient vertical handover solutions can be
found in [176].
VII. MULTIPATH MULTIMEDIA DELIVERY SOLUTIONS
The modern rise in the use of video-based applications
such as Facebook Live, Instagram Stories, Snapchat, Facetime,
etc. puts pressure on the existing network infrastructure and
pressurises the network operators to come up with new solu-
tions for network expansions. Moreover, with the emerging
high-definition digital media formats, such as 4K and 8K
that require a large amount of bandwidth, no one single
access network technology would be able to accommodate
these new traffic demands. One solutions in accommodating
these high bandwidth multimedia-based application would be
to split the traffic over multiple paths. As it is common for
the high end mobile devices to have multiple heterogeneous
network interfaces (e.g., Wi-Fi, cellular, bluetooth, etc.) we
can anticipate that the upcoming 5G standard is expected to
integrate multipathing.
A. MPTCP-based Solutions
One widespread solution for multipathing is the use of
Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [189], [190], [191] which has been
standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
MPTCP represents a major modification to TCP that enables
the use of multiple paths simultaneously using a single trans-
port connection. Apart from the congestion problem, MPTCP
also solves the fairness issue when competing with TCP.
The congestion algorithms adopted by MPTCP makes use
of packet loss to undertake load balancing and congestion
control. However, the wireless environment is very dynamic
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TABLE IX: Energy-Centric Vertical Handover Solutions - Summary
Ref Operation Parameters Decision Strategy Networks Energy
Gain
[167] Prediction-based Energy Cognitive Cycle Dynamic selection of different strategies any RATs High
[174] Estimation-based RSS, Channel scanning, switching cost,
CBT, traffic type, number of STA.,
WNIC power
Expected Energy Consumption Model Wi-Fi 3G Very high
[177] Prediction-based energy, QoS, RSS Function-based Any RATs High
[178] Estimation-based user preferences, QoS, energy consump-
tion, RSS
Fuzzy-logic Topsis Any RATs Very high
[179] Estimation-based SINR, list of cand. PoAs, WNIC power expected energy-cons. model LTE-A - Wi-Fi Very high
[180] Prediction-based WNIC power, list of av. PoAs, locations,
GPS
Context-aware WiMax - Wi-Fi Medium
[181] Prediction-based WNIC power, RSS, traffic load Function-based Wi-Fi 3G Very high
[182] Estimation-based Data rate, WNIC power, data transfer
delay
Expected Energy Consumption Model 3G Wi-Fi High
[183] Prediction-based Bandwidth, jitter, BER, delay, cost, bat-
tery lifetime
Multi Attribute Decision Making
(MADM)
CDMA,
WiBro, Wi-Fi
High
[184] Estimation-based Channel fading fluctuations, BER,
WNIC power, Channel scanning, VHO
cost
MADM Wi-Fi - WiMax Very high
[185] Prediction-based SINR, network congestion, offered QoS,
battery lifetime, user preferences
Context-aware Any RATs Medium
[186] Prediction-based battery status, QoS, Application type,
energy consumed per bit
Function-based Any RATs Medium
[187] Measurement-based SINR, SINR fluctuations, congestion,
battery lifetime, QoS
SINR measurement-based Any RATs Low
[188] Prediction-based RSS, data rate, monetary cost, speed,
battery level
Fuzzy logic Any RATs Low
and loss might happen because of the wireless errors or
handover rather than congestion. Thus, the MPTCP congestion
control mechanism might be trigger when not needed and
this may cause sever performance degradation. To overcome
this situation, Dong et al. [192] propose mVeno, an enhanced
MPTCP congestion control mechanism for concurrent multi-
path transfer over wireless networks. mVeno makes use of
the fluid flow model and utility theory to model the rela-
tionship between the sending rate and the end-to-end packet
loss rate. The proposed mechanism defines and adaptively
adjusts weights for different subflows for rate control and
load balancing while enabling fairness with regular TCP at the
shared bottleneck. The performance of the proposed solution
was validated through experiments under a real test-bed and
compared against other algorithms from the literature.
Even though MPTCP offers a fully-reliable and fully-
ordered service, it does not consider the application charac-
teristics in terms of QoS requirements. For example, in case
of multimedia applications where some loss can be tolerated,
the perceived audio/video quality can be preserved despite
packet loss. To this extent, Diop et al. [193] implement
the concept of partial reliability in MPTCP for interactive
video application based on the H.264 codec. The proposed
concept avoids packet retransmission within an acceptable loss
rate. The proposed QoS-oriented MPTCP was implemented
in NS-2 and compared against classical MPTCP, TCP and
UDP in terms of packet loss, delay and PSNR. However, the
authors used a simple simulated network topology trying to
simulate only the theoretical 3G+ network characteristics for
performance evaluation.
Moreover, Cao et al. [194] argue that the partial reliabil-
ity MPTCP only focuses on how MPTCP switches to PR-
MPTCP extension and does not consider when the partially
reliable service should be enabled over the MPTCP session.
To this extent, the author propose a context-aware QoE-
oriented MPTCP Partial Reliability extension, referred to as
PR-MPTCP+ for real multimedia applications. PR-MPTCP+
is context-aware so that the sender will be informed when to
enable the partially reliable service over an MPTCP session.
Moreover, PR-MPTCP+ makes use of the inter-frame priority,
the lifetime-constrained nature of the multimedia frames and
the varying network conditions to adaptively distribute the
multimedia stream. The proposed solution was implemented
in NS-3 and tested under a simple heterogeneous wireless
environment consisting of Wi-Fi and WiMax. The authors
argue that PR-MPTCP+ outperforms MPTCP and another
partial reliability MPTCP solution in terms of PSNR, VQM
and SSIM.
By using multiple paths simultaneously through MPTCP
the overall network performance can be greatly improved,
however this comes at the cost of higher energy consumption.
The problem of energy efficiency for MPTCP was investigated
in the literature [195], [196], [197], [198], [199], [200], [201].
Peng et al. [195] investigate the trade-off between throughput
performance and energy consumption for mobile devices. In
this context, the authors formulate global optimisation prob-
lems for two types of applications, such as video streaming
and file transfer. The problems are solved in two steps: first a
subset of optimal paths is selected so that a congestion control
algorithm to adapt the rates on these paths based on both
network congestion and energy consumption. A theoretical
model for power consumption is used and the authors argue
that the proposed solution can achieve up to 22% energy sav-
ings without throughput sacrifice when compared to baseline
MPTCP.
Wu et al. [196], [197] propose EDAM, an energy-distortion
aware MPTCP solution for heterogeneous wireless networks.
The authors make use of utility maximization theory to model
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a video flow rate allocation algorithm that minimizes the
energy consumption while maintaining the targeted video
quality. The performance evaluation shows that for the same
video quality EDAM can achieve 26.3% and 40.6% energy
savings when compared to the energy-based MPTCP from
[195] and a baseline MPTCP, respectively.
Another energy-aware MPTCP-based content delivery
scheme is eMTCP proposed in [198]. eMTCP is located
at the mobile device side and increases the energy savings
by offloading the traffic from the more energy-consuming
interfaces to others. eMTCP was implemented in NS-3 and
compared against baseline MPTCP and single-path TCP in
terms of throughput, energy and PSNR. The results show
that eMTCP can achieve up to 14% in energy savings when
compared to MPTCP and up to 66% increase in PSNR when
compared to single-path TCP.
Lim et al. [199], [200] use experimental measurements
to develop a model for MPTCP energy consumption. The
energy model is then used to propose an energy efficient
MPTCP solution referred to as eMPTCP. The authors argue
that eMPTCP achieves up to 8% more energy efficiency than
baseline MPTCP.
Using the utility theory Minear et al. [201] formulate an op-
timization problem to determine the optimal relation between
throughput and energy consumption for MPTCP. The authors
determine the conditions under which MPTCP is more energy-
efficient than single-path TCP using the power consumption
measurements from [199], [200].
An overview of the energy efficient MPTCP-based solutions
is presented in Table X.
B. Other Multipath Solutions
Apart from MPTCP, another transport protocol that supports
multiple paths for multistreaming and multihoming is Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [204]. However, the
baseline SCTP does not support simultaneous data transfer
over the multiple paths as they are considered just as backup
for the primary path. To this extent, the SCTP extension,
referred to as Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT-SCTP)
[205] enables the simultaneous use of multiple paths.
However, SCTP has not been as widely deployed as MPTCP
especially because it requires changes at the application layer
and the data traffic might be blocked by middle boxes or
firewalls. Whereas, MPTCP does not require application layer
modifications and uses traditional TCP packets, making it the
preferable choice.
On one side, using multiple parallel transmissions has
the benefit of increasing the throughput. However, on the
other side, because of different characteristics of the mul-
tiple paths (e.g., available bandwidth, delay, etc.) it might
cause the receiver to receive the data out of order creating
serious application-level performance degradation, especially
for video streaming. To mitigate this effect, Xu et al. [206]
propose a quality-aware adaptive concurrent multipath transfer
(CMT-QA) solution. By periodically monitoring the multiple
paths, CMT-QA selects only the qualified paths and distributes
data chunks over these paths based on their different handling
capabilities mitigating the out of order data reception. Perfor-
mance evaluation results show that for real time video delivery,
CMT-QA could achieve up to 54.2% decrease in dropped
frames when compared to baseline CMT.
Studying the multihomed high definition video commu-
nication with SCTP over heterogeneous wireless networks,
Wu et al. [207] argue that the existing CMT-based schemes
cannot effectively use the wireless resources for user perceived
video quality maximization as they treat the data traffic in a
content-agnostic fashion. To this extent, the authors propose
a content-aware CMT (CMT-CA) solution which implements
an unequal frame-level scheduling by identifying the video
frame parameters. Using an online quality evaluation and the
Markov decision process (MDP) the authors also propose
a joint congestion control and data distribution scheme to
minimize the total distortion of parallel video transmission
over multiple wireless access networks. Using experimental
tests CMT-CA was compared against CMT-QA [206] and the
authors’ previous solution distortion-aware CMT (CMT-DA)
[208] in terms of PSNR, end-to-end video frame delay and
goodput. The results show that CMT-CA achieves higher and
smoother goodput and higher network utilization level than
the other schemes.
Similarly Lee et al. [209] formulate a cost minimization
problem for a multihomed mobile terminal that downloads and
plays video-on-demand (VoD). The authors look into user’s
dissatisfaction due to playback disruptions and communication
cost for downloading the VoD stream.
C. Available Implementations
Tachibana et al. [210] present a deployable CMT-SCTP
scheme for seamless handover in the context of heterogeneous
wireless access networks with off-the-shelf Android devices
and protocol translation servers. Considering the scenario of
mobile users joining/leaving the heterogeneous Wi-Fi net-
works frequently, the authors propose a modification of the
dynamic address reconfiguration (DAR) extension of SCTP
to ensure seamless handover. The solution was implemented
on an Android mobile device and tested under a handover
scenario between 3G/LTE and Wi-Fi. However, the proposed
solution relies on a proxy function of the legacy Android
application and cannot be applied to any applications if there is
no support for the proxy function. To overcome this drawback,
an improved version was proposed in [211]. The new solution,
translates in a transparent manner the TCP flows into CMT-
SCTP flows to avoid changes to the existing applications and
legacy servers. The authors used a Sony Xperia (SOL21) to
test the performance of their proposed approach under real
experimental test-bed. The authors argue that the implementa-
tion works for pre-installed Browser, Chrome, Firefox, Opera,
Facebook, Youtube and an FTP client appliction FtpCafe.
The IP Networking Lab in Belgium made available a Linux
kernel implementation of Multipath TCP [212]. The authors
provide a demo of their MPTCP Linux Kernel implementation
over Enthernet/Wi-FI/3G. A handover scenario is considered
and the proposed deployment enables the continuity of the
data session without interrupting the user-experience.
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TABLE X: Energy Efficient MPTCP Solutions Summary
Ref Mobile Device Energy Networks Application Evaluation Findings
[195] power consumption model
for mobile devices from
[202]
Wi-Fi, 4G video
streaming,
file transfer
simulations (simulator not men-
tioned)
22% energy savings for both applications
without affecting the throughput when com-
pared to a baseline MPTCP
[196] energy consumption model
for mobile devices from
[203]
Cellular,
WiMax,
Wi-Fi
video
streaming
emulation (Exata 2.1 network
emulator)
26.3% and 40.6% energy savings compared
to energy-based MPTCP [195] and baseline
MPTCP, respectively for the same video
quality. 25.5% and 39.3% increase in PSNR
compared to the energy-based MPTCP [195]
and baseline MPTCP, respectively for the
same energy consumption.
[198] NS-3 energy model LTE,
Wi-Fi
video
streaming
simulations (Network Simulator
ns-3)
eMTCP achieves 14% energy savings com-
pared to baseline MPTCP at the cost of
5.54dB drop in PSNR. Whereas, compared
to single-path TCP there is a 66% and 13%
increase in PSNR over Wi-Fi and LTE re-
spectively.
[199] energy model derived by
the authors from experi-
mental measurements on
Samsung Galaxy S3
LTE,
Wi-Fi
file download experimental test-bed (an
MPTCP server [189], WiFi, a
Samsung Galaxy S3 running
Linux MPTCP kernel, the AT&T
LTE network
eMPTCP achieves up to 8% and 6% en-
ergy savings compared to baseline MPTCP
and single-path TCP over Wi-Fi, respec-
tively. However, eMPTCP is 22% slower
than MPTCP.
[201] energy model based on the
power consumption mea-
surements from [199]
Wi-Fi,
LTE
video
streaming,
file download
theoretical analysis (theoretically
formulation of the optimization
problem and prove the problem
is NP hard)
In some cases the throughput and energy
consumption can be concurrently improved.
The Center for Advanced Internet Architectures with sup-
port from Cisco Systems and The FreeBSD Foundation, imple-
mented Multipath TCP for FreeBSD. An experimental kernel
patch was released that enables MPTCP support for FreeBSD-
10.x [213].
iOS 7 [214] from Apple is the first commercial software that
offers support for Multipath TCP and allows the simultaneous
Wi-Fi and cellular connections. Thus, if the Wi-Fi connection
fails, the data connectivity will continue to work on the LTE
connection without interrupting the service. As there is no
special hardware required for the technology it enables the
existing devices to use it as well.
Samsung also comes with a solution referred to as Down-
load Booster [215], integrated into the Galaxy S5 devices.
The Download Booster enables the use of LTE and Wi-Fi
simultaneously to increase the download speed.
While MPTCP is quite widely accepted and deployed, the
CMT-SCTP extension is only available for FreeBSD [216].
A comparison between the two implementations of MPTCP
and CMT-SCTP by using lab measurements as well as inter-
continental test-bed (e.g., Europe and China) is provided by
Becke et al. [216]. The authors show that the path management
of MPTCP outperforms the one of CMT-SCTP in case of
asymmetric paths. However, the authors argue that MPTCP
may face scalability problems in more complex scenarios.
D. Discussions
With the new emerging 4K Ultra High Definition standard,
3D applications, omnidirectional videos and other interactive
rich multimedia-based technologies it is safe to assume that
the next generation networks will require new mechanisms
to accommodate this amount of traffic. One possible solution
is the use of multipath delivery over heterogeneous wireless
network environments. However, as multipath delivery solves
the capacity demand problem it opens up new challenges in
terms of energy efficiency.
Mobile device network connectivity represents one impor-
tant aspect to consider when dealing with the energy con-
sumption of a multi-interface mobile device. When multiple
simultaneous connections are used, the bandwidth require-
ments are split among multiple networks which in turn will
drain the battery of the mobile device even faster than a
single connection, as it requires additional resources as well as
processing power [217]. Apart from energy efficiency, another
important aspect is the monetary cost. This is because having
multiple simultaneous connections will involve more compli-
cated pricing schemes for the operators especially if different
radio access technologies are used. Thus, it is important for
mobile operators to be able to control and monitor how much
traffic traverses over each network.
Another important challenge that still remains an open issue
is the multipath data delivery over dissimilar paths. Dissimilar
paths are defined as the paths that have different characteris-
tics, such as: available bandwidth, delay, queuing behaviour,
etc. Dissimilar paths are very common within a heteroge-
neous wireless environment. A common problem to consider
is the packet re-ordering problem which affects the end-
user perceived quality especially for real-time applications.
Because of the dynamics of the wireless environments, the
characteristics of the radio link are more complex and unstable
when compared to the wired connections. In this context, cross
layer solutions could be used to improve the performance
of concurrent multipath transmissions over wireless networks
[218]. Other negative effects when using concurrent multipath
transmissions are the unnecessary fast retransmissions due
to short-term bandwidth fluctuations, the overly conservative
congestion window growth and increased acknowledgement
traffic [205].
Trying to answer the question of which network should an
application use? Wi-Fi, LTE, or MPTCP running over both?
Deng et al. [219] present a study with data collected from
crowd-sourced mobile application run by 750 users over 180
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days in 16 different countries. The key findings are as follows:
• LTE outperforms Wi-Fi 40% of the time;
• for applications dominated by short flows MPTCP per-
forms worse than single-path TCP. Thus, in order to
achieve good performance in MPTCP, it is critical to
select the correct network for the primary subflow;
• for application with longer flows MPTCP performs better
provided a proper MPTCP congestion control algorithm
is being used.
Furthermore, based on the findings from their study the
authors raise several new research questions which remain
open:
• how can we automatically decide when to use single path
TCP and when to use MPTCP?
• How should we decide which network to use for TCP, or
which network to use for a subflow with MPTCP?
VIII. CHALLENGES, LESSONS LEARNT AND REMAINING
OPEN ISSUES
The rapid increase in the popularity of live streaming
applications, such as Facebook Live, Instagram Stories, etc.
accessible from any mobile device, has led to an explosion
of broadband data traffic that network operators are facing. In
order to handle the wireless traffic explosion, accommodate
more users and enable the QoS provisioning the network
operators resorted to the deployment of a large number of
small cells, forming a Heterogeneous Wireless Networks en-
vironment. However, apart from expanding their networks to
accommodate more users, another key factor that must be
considered is the users’ Quality of Experience which will
become the main differentiator when selecting between net-
work operators. Two main factors that are enclosed in the QoE
definition are the user perceived quality of the service as well
as the energy consumption of their mobile device. Receiving
a high quality multimedia stream will not be beneficial to
the user if their mobile device runs out of battery this will
negatively impact their QoE.
Moreover, with the environmental impact of the telecom-
munications industry CO2 emissions expected to reach 4%
of the total CO2 emissions worldwide by 2020 [220], it puts
pressure on the future 5G system requirements for high energy
efficiency and low battery consumption, along with demand
for higher capacity, higher data rates and higher spectral
efficiency. Thus, energy conservation along with Quality of
Experience have become a critical issue and represent moti-
vations for researchers to propose and develop techniques to
manage the energy consumption vs. QoE trade-off in future
wireless multimedia networks.
Roaming through the heterogeneous wireless environment
several techniques have been identified that could help at
improving the users’ QoE, such as: adaptive multimedia
streaming solutions working in conjunction with various en-
ergy efficient solutions applied at different points of the video
transmission chain.
From all the possible adaptive streaming solutions, one
of the most popular method currently adopted by Microsoft,
Apple, or Adobe to deliver high definition video content is the
adaptive bitrate switching approach where the server stores
several copies of the same video encoded at different quality
levels. The video transmission cost is mainly dominated by the
cost of bandwidth. However, as the bitrate switching method
requires increased storage space, it is efficient only when the
number of active user sessions is high to compensate for the
storage costs. Thus, this method could be used in conjunction
with another adaptive multimedia solution, such as scalable
video coding or on-the-fly transcoding that have lower storage
requirements. In this case, the bitrate switching method could
be used for the popular videos, whereas for low demand
videos, where the number of active sessions is very small,
SVC or on-the-fly transcoding could be used instead.
Another important challenge for adaptive multimedia
streaming solutions is the fact that they mainly relay on the
network resources availability estimation and/or the buffer
state at the end-user side. Thus, they require efficient and
reliable resource estimation techniques as inaccurate resource
estimation could lead to poor network utilisation and perfor-
mance degradation with a negative impact on users’ QoE.
Additionally, considering the dynamics of the wireless en-
vironment, loss discrimination methods should be integrated
to efficiently differentiate between the congestion losses and
losses due to wireless errors to avoid unnecessary adaptation
of the multimedia stream. It has been shown that if the changes
in video quality levels are too frequent this could lead to
degradation of users’ QoE [113].
In terms of energy efficiency, the battery lifetime of the
mobile devices still remains a challenge. Despite the advances
in technologies, with improved CPU, graphics and displays
the progress in batteries did not even double over the last
decade [173]. This represents a concern especially with the
emerging of new rich multimedia-based services known to be
the most energy-hungry of all applications [174]. Thus, apart
from adjusting the video quality level to meet the battery level
of the mobile device, other solutions are trying to conserve the
energy by decoding, reception, display (brightness compensa-
tion), transmission modes (ON/OFF), or interface switching
(handover/network selection), etc.
Considering the current heterogeneous environment, using
a hybrid solution could bring more benefits. For example,
by combining both adaptive multimedia delivery and network
selection, it could balance the benefits of multimedia content
adaptation and of network selection which could lead to de-
crease in power consumption [221]. Thus, under the dynamic
wireless networks conditions, the mechanism could find the
best trade-off between energy vs. quality by deciding either to
adapt the multimedia stream or to handover to a new network
and perform the adaptation.
Due to the dynamics of the heterogeneous wireless environ-
ment and the high variability in the available bandwidth, the
multimedia transmission still suffers from stalls, startup delay
and quality degradation. To this end, a promising solution
is to combine the available bandwidth on multiple network
interfaces and make use of multipath delivery [222]. James
et al. [223] investigated the impact of MPTCP on DASH
video streaming and concluded that it can improve the user
experience under ample and stable bandwidth. However, if
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an unstable secondary path is used, then MPTCP can harm
the user experience and single path transmission is a better
option. Thus, deciding when to use single path or multiple
paths transmissions remains a challenge.
The use of MPTCP raises another interesting question
related to its energy efficiency: can MPTCP save energy?.
According to Kaup et al. [224], using MPTCP on certain
smartphone models could actually save up to 20% energy
compared to the case of using the interfaces individually.
However, the authors suggest that multiple interfaces should
be used only if using a single interface cannot provide the
requested data rate.
Thus, to enable seamless multimedia delivery to a mobile
user within a heterogeneous wireless environment with QoE
provisioning, a hybrid mechanism is required that based on
the contextual information, device heterogeneity and user
preferences dynamically selects between single or multiple
path transmissions as well as decides on the use of the adaptive
multimedia solution that finds the best trade-off between
energy vs. quality while the user is roaming through the
heterogeneous environment.
Based on the presented surveyed topics we summarize the
major lessons we learnt as follows:
• Quality of Experience will become the main differentiator
when selecting between network operators.
• Combining different adaptive multimedia approaches
could be more efficient. For example, using bitrate
switching for popular videos and SVC or on-the-fly
transcoding for low demand videos.
• The mobile device heterogeneity impacts severely the
end-user QoE [127].
• The more recent smartphone models are not necessarily
more power efficient [151] and accurate energy estima-
tion models are required considering the device hetero-
geneity. For example, in the case of a smartphone used
by the same user, user behavior-based battery lifetime
estimation models could be defined, as they are more
reliable [225]. However, this can not apply to devices
shared between multiple users (e.g., laptops, tablets, etc.).
• Hybrid mechanisms work better in a heterogeneous en-
vironment enabling the energy vs. quality trade-off. For
example, under dynamic wireless environment, a hybrid
approach could decide whether to adapt the multimedia
stream or to handover to a new network and perform the
adaptation [221].
• Under ample and stable bandwidth, multipath delivery
could improve the overall performance [223]. However,
for energy efficiency multiple interfaces should be used
only if a single interface cannot provide the requested
data rate [224].
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The 5G vision promises to enable the Internet of Everything
from connected cars, smart cities, smart homes to rich multi-
media mobile experiences such as ultra high definition video-
conferences or virtual reality live streaming. Along with the
advances in technologies the users’ expectations and demands
are also increasing. Users are now expecting more interactive
and personalised services on their mobile devices, with access
from anywhere at anytime and from any device. This makes
the Quality of Experience to be the biggest differentiator
between network operators.
This article aims to familiarize the readers with the Always
Best Experience concept and with the different state-of-the-
art adaptive multimedia approaches from the literature. The
current trending topics, technologies and protocols for multi-
media transmissions are discussed along with standards and
industry solutions that enable adaptive multimedia streaming.
Moreover, a comprehensive survey of the current research
on multimedia delivery considering a three-dimensional eval-
uation, such as: adaptation, energy efficiency and multipath
delivery is presented. State-of-the-art solutions are summarized
and classified and the remaining challenges and open issues
are identified and discussed.
Despite the amount of research done in terms of seam-
less multimedia delivery over heterogeneous wireless environ-
ments, there are still many open issues to address before a
viable real implementation will be globally accepted and de-
ployed especially for ensuring users’ Always Best Experience.
Thus, to answer to our question Are we there yet? the answer
would be Not just yet.
As the area of multimedia-based services and applications is
continuously evolving several further research directions could
be identified. For example, with the emerging high-definition
digital media formats, such as 4K and 8K, augmented and
virtual reality applications, omnidirectional videos, it is clear
that a big change is coming in how we watch video. Thus, the
use of adaptive streaming solutions in the new mediums like
virtual reality represents an interesting research direction.
Another important aspect is the accuracy of measuring the
video quality at scale. The importance of video quality has
been recognised by Netflix as well, by proposing a new video
quality assessment method referred to as Video Multimethod
Assessment Fusion (VMAF). VMAF represents an attempt
at improving the video quality assessment measures in order
to deliver the best video quality streams to their customers.
VMAF is based on a machine learning model that is trained
and tested using the results of a subjective experiment. Thus,
an interesting approach that is gaining strong momentum
is the use of machine learning techniques to solve various
optimization and control problems within the telecommunica-
tion systems including Quality of Experience provisioning for
video transmissions [226], [227], [228], [229], [230], [231].
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